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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electric utility distribution system impacts associated with the integration of renewable 
energy sources such as photovoltaics (PV) and wind turbines (WT) are considered in this project. 
The impacts are expected to vary from site to site according to the following characteristics: 

0 the local solar insolation and/or wind characteristics, 
0 renewable energy source penetration level, 
l whether battery or other energy storage systems are applied, and 
0 local utility distribution design standards and planning practices. 

Small, distributed renewable energy sources are connected to the utility distribution system 
like other, similar kW- and MW-scale equipment and loads. Residential applications are expected 
to be connected to single-phase 1201240-V secondaries. Larger kW-scale applications may be 
connected to three+phase secondaries, and larger hundred-kW and y-scale applications, such as 
MW-scale windfarms, or PV plants, may be connected to electrrc utility primary systems via x.*. 
customer-owned primary and secondary collection systems. In any case, the installation of small, 
distributed renewable energy sources is expected to have a significant impact on local utility 
distribution primary and secondary system economics. 

Small, distributed renewable energy sources installed.on utility distribution systems will also 
produce nonsite-specific utility generation system benefits such as energy and capacity displacement 
benefits, in addition to the local site-specific distribution system benefits. Although generation 
system benefits are not site-specific, they are utility-specific, and they vary significantly among 
utilities in different regions. In addition, transmission system benefits, environmental benefits and 
other benefits may apply. These benefits also vary significantly among utilities and regions. 

Seven utility case studies considering PV, WT, and battery storage were conducted to 
identify a range of potential renewable energy source distribution system applications. The following 
utility- and site-specific conditions that may affect the economic viability of distributed renewable 
energy sources were considered: 

0 distribution system characteristics, and design standards, and voltage levels; load density, 
reliability, and power quality; 

0 solar insolation and wind resource levels; 

0 utility generation characteristics and load profiles; 

0 investor-owned and publicly owned utilities, size, and financial assumptions. 
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Case studies were performed for seven utility systems: 

IJIIm?x STATE JXJCNEWABLES STUDIED 

Southern California Edison California PV&WT 

Public Service Company of New Mexico New Mexico PV 

Green Mountain Power Company Vermont PV&WT 

Georgia Power Company Georgia PV 

Florida Power & Light Company Florida PV 

Lenoir City Utilities Board Tennessee PV 

Orcas Power & Light Company Washington PV&WT 

Section 2 describes the assessment methodology used to perform the utility case studies and 
discusses potential economic benefits and costs associated with applying renewable energy sources 
and storage to electric utility distribution systems. Section 3 presents PV and WT cost and 
performance assumptions. Sections 4 through 10 present the results of the case studies for each of 
the seven utility systems. 

’ 

. 

I 
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2. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

f 
P 2.1 +PPROACH 

One major objective of this project was to develop an assessment methodology and produce 
results that are credible and acceptable to electric utility distribution engineers and system planners. 
Thus, the methodology was developed to assess renewable energy sources from a utility perspective 
and is compatible with the technical and economic assessment techniques employed by utility 
engineers and planners. 

Figure 2.1 presents an overview of the methodology developed to assess the technical and 
economic feasibility of integrating renewable energy sources and storage facilities into electric 
power distribution systems. The methodology utilizes a spreadsheet program written in EXCEL 4.0 
which will perform appropriate technical distribution system modeling, and provide an economic 
benefit-cost analysis. It uses a bottom-up approach and provides flexibility for considering 
renewable resourses at different levels of aggregation on a utility system. The resulting site-specific 
and nonsite-specific utility benefits are then combined and compared with the cost of the renewable 
energy generation and storage system. 

. 

First, the best available data were collected from each utility during a site visit. Appropriate 
distribution design standards and associated line and transformer per-unit material and labor cost 
estimates were obtained, along with representative circuit layouts. The members of the project team 
familiarized themselves with each utility’s distribution planning and design philosophy, reliability 
and power quality criteria. Energy and capacity costs, and economic assessment procedures and 
assumptions also were obtained. Transmission costs and applicable environmental externalities 
were obtained from the utility when available. Scenarios for suitable rural, suburban, and urban 
distribution systems were then defined using appropriate utility distribution planning and design 
considerations. 

A planning study was then performed on the rural, suburban, and urban distribution primary 
and secondary system scenarios for each utility. The studies assumed installation within a typical 
S-year distribution planning horizon; the study period was 30 years. First, a base-case distribution 
system expansion without solar and wind was performed using the cost and distribution planning 
and design information collected from each utility. Then a similar expansion of the distribution 
system scenarios was performed, integrating solar and wind applications for an appropriate range 
of penetration. 

The spreadsheet program is used to calculate real and reactive power flows, voltage 
regulation, and power factor correction requirements during appropriate on- and off-peak conditions. 
The calculations are conducted with and without various penetration levels of solar and wind, 
incorporating individual utility distribution design standards, philosophies, and assumptions. Hourly 
renewable resource performance is modeled, and distribution losses are then calculated for weekdays 
and weekend days monthly, and accumulated to determine annual energy savings and distribution 
loss reduction values. The resulting site-specific distribution system benefits are then combined 
with other utility beneflts including energy displacement value, generation capacity value, bulk 
transmission capacity and loss benefits, and various environmental and other applicable benefits. 

Annual solar, wind, and storage costs are calculated for the schedule of solar and wind 
additions using economic assumptions compatible with those used to calculate the utility benefits. 
These costs include fixed charges on renewable energy source capital investment, annual operation 
and maintenance costs, and, where applicable, any annual utility fuel cost increase associated with 
charging and discharging storage. 

3 



Distribution 
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Reliability and 
Power Quality 

Criteria 

Utility Technical 
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and Storage 

Cost and 

Define Distribution 
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’ / 

Define Solar 
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r 

Calculate Annual Utility‘Benefrts 
l Distribution 
. Energy and Capacity Displacement 
l Transmission 
l Environmental & Strategic 

1 

Calculate Annual 
Solar, Wind and 
Storage Costs: 
l Capital Investment 
l Fixed Charges 
l O&M 
l Fuel (Storage) 

Perform 30 Year PWRR Benefit-Cost Analysis 
l BenefrtKost Ratio 
l Equivalent $/kW Capital Investment 

Fig. 2.1. Overview of assessment methodology. 

The spreadsheet benefit/cost model employs a 30-year present worth of revenue requirement 
(PWRR) engineering economic analysis, and converts the resultant combined PWRR benefits to 
equivalent $/kW renewable resource capital investment credits, using the specified utility financial 
parameters. 
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2.2 ECONOMIC ASSES~ME~ AppRoACH 

The primary economic assessment approach used in this project consists of performing a 
benefit-cost assessment using PWRR engineering economic analysis, providing for suitable 
economic and financial parameters corresponding to different investor-owned and public utility 
perspectives and assumptions.‘” 

The purpose of PWRR analysis is to compare alternative expansion plans. This is an 
economic rather than a fnngrcial assessment. -. ,‘.. It assumes that the required capital for the alternative +. .,” il”~x~*~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
expansion plans can be borrowed without financial constraints. Existing capital investments 
installed before the study period are assumed to be sunk costs, and associated revenue requirements 
are not included in a PWRR economic analysis. ,I. .“I .b”. 

The benefit-cost calculations for six of the seven utilities were performed using this PWRR 
economic approach. The calculations for the seventh, Lenoir City Utilities Board, used simplified 
payback economic methodology, which was compatible with the utility’s economic assessment 
approach. The PWRR approach, which is compatible with the system planning techniques generally 
employed by both private and public utilities worldwide, consists of calculating the relative annual 
revenue required to support the alternative utility system expansion plans with and without 
renewable energy resources throughout the study period. Levelized annual fvred charges (or annual 
carrying charges) are calculated for the new generation, transmission, and distribution system capital 
investments. These fixed charges are added to the system operating costs to determine the annual 
revenue required. The total annual revenues are then discor@ed,to the first year of the study period. , a_/,- / 
All of the individual PWRR benef!ts and costs are then converted to equivalent $/kW capital .( u .1 .I ..a1 ., ,1 -.~Vll.a..r..~.r”,~.,~,~~~,r~~,~~~~~~~dlir~.XZ,i 
investment (CI) values using the PWRR-capital investment relationships in Eqs. (1) and (2) for 
utility capital investment. Converting the PWRR results to equivalent $/kW values provides a clear 
measure of the relative magnitude of the various benefits compared with the renewable energy 
source capital investment. 

In this study, all generation capital investments (total installed costs), including solar and 
wind renewable energy source are presented in $ilcW because that is the normal way to present 
utility generation installed costs. 

(1) 

Cl(S) - iUkWa x kWa , (2) 

where 
PWRR = present worth of revenue requirements, 
CI = capital investment, 
FCR = leveliid annual. ,fixed charge rate, 
PWF = present worth factor. 

The PWRR economi,c approach can be used for both current and constant dollar economic -., ,_, ,.. ,*** 
evaluations when appropriate discount rates, fixed charge rates, and escalation rates are employed. 
In this study, all of the utilities supplied current dollar f&r&l data. ~However, the financial 
parameters varied among utilities. 
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Some utilities convert PWRR to levelized annual revenue requirements. This transformation 
is performed by multiplying PWRR by the capital recovery factor (CRF). The equations for present 
worth factor (PWF) and CRF [Eqs. (3) and (4)] are reciprocal. PWP converts a levelized annual 
value to its equivalent present worth, while CXF converts a present worth value to a levelized annual 
value. 

pgq.. (l+O”-1 ; 
(i( 1 +i)” 

(3) 

CRF- 
i(1 + f)” 

(l+f)“-I ’ 
(4) 

where 
i = study discount rate, 
n = numberofyears. 

2.3 FUNCTIONAL ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

This section presents a functional description of electric power distribution system 
characteristics. The purpose is to define distribution system facilities to (1) put distribution system 
issues in perspective and (2) provide a basis to compare solar and wind generation application 
scenarios with typical electric utility distribution system characteristics. 

An electric power system, illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.2, consists of three general 
subsystems: 

0 generating plants to produce electric power, 
0 a transmission system to deliver the power to the major load centers, and 
0 numerous distribution systems to distribute the power locally within each load center. 

The distribution substation is the link between the transmission (or subtransmission) system and the 
local distribution system. The purpose of a distribution substation is to step the line voltage down 
from transmission system voltages (69 to 765 kV) to 4 to 34.5 kV for distribution of the electric 
power to loads within a load center, and to provide switching and control for the transmission, 
subtransmission, and distribution lines connected to the substation. High-side control, circuit 
breakers, and switching equipment are similar to the equipment at generating and transmission 
substations. On the low side, distribution class sectionalizing and relaying equipment, and voltage 
regulation facilities are generally installed. 

An electric distribution system consists of both primary and secondary systems. The (utility 
owned) primary system consists of circuits that may be radial, loop, or parallel feed and that 
typically range from 2 to more than 10 miles in length. The primary lines are composed of three- 
phase feeders, and three-phase (30) and single-phase (10) (and two-phase) laterals tapped off the 
feeders. Generally, feeders and laterals provide three-phase service to large industrial and 
commercial loads of approximately 100 kW or more. Customer-owned secondary systems are 
employed. Smaller commercial and residential loads are served at the secondary system level. The 



primary lines (4 to 34.5 kV) are protected by sectionalizing equipment installed at the distribution 
substation and out on the lines. 

0 Generating Units 

Transmission System 

L 
+ 

Distribution System 

Primsry 
Feedem 

Tmnsmhsion Lines 

Transmbslon 

Subtransmiulon Lines 

Primsry Laterals 

Secondary 
System 

t t t t 

Residential, Commercial, and Small 
Industrial Loads 

Fig. 2.2. Electric power system schematic. 

Distribution transforms convert the voltage from the primary level (4 to 34.5 kV) to the 
secondary level (less than 600 V) for serving residential or small commercial loads. For residential ,.n -.. .T-,pD”/“wi .* 
use, the voltage is typically converted to single-phase three-wire 120/240 V using one single-phase 
transformer connected to a primary system lateral. Areas containing commercial and mdustrial 
loads may be served using three-phase four-wire 120/208 V, 240/416 V, or 277/480 V service; or 
three-phase 240 V or 480 V service. In major metropolitan areas, three-phase secondary networks 
such as four-wire 120/208 V may be used. 

---..*--‘l-i-‘v.li /ib.#W _.* ,/,, e_,r__l ” ‘ _.~ 4 s .** ,,_.. .“,.* /. 
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.A (utility-owned) secondary system (less than 600 V) serves the individual residential and/or 
small commercial loads. In rural areas or residential areas with large (several-acre) lot sizes, the 
secondary may consist of one 120/240 V service drop served by a single-phase distribution 
transformer. In suburban residential areas, the secondary system may consist of several houses 
(service drops) served from a single-phase secondary feeder. A metropolitan three-phase secondary 
network may serve numerous loads. The length of individual distribution secondary systems is 
typically measured in tens or hundreds of feet rather than miles. Typically, single-phase distribution 
secondary system peak loads range from 3 to 100 kW, and three-phase distribution secondary system 
peak loads range from 50 to 2500 kW. 

Typical MVA and kVA ratings for various distribution system facilities are summarized in 
Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1. Typical MVA and kVA ratings for distribution system facilities 

w Ratiw 

Distribution substation 

Primary feeders and laterals 

30 distribution transformer and secondary systems 

10 distribution transformer and secondary system 

10 MVA-200 MVA 

1 MVA-10 MVA 

50 kVA-3000 kVA 

5 kVA-100 kVA 

2.4 DISTRIBUTION PLANNIN G AND DESIGN PHILOSOPHY 

The assessment methodology developed in this project is compatible with the technical and 
economic assessment techniques employed by utility distribution engineers. Applying this 
methodology correctly requires understanding and consideration of two separate but interrelated 
processes - distribution system planning and design. Distribution system planning involves 
establishing standards, policies, and procedures for the future distribution system. Distribution 
design involves the detailed preparation of technically and economically feasible alternatives by 
which a future distribution system plan can be achieved. A distribution system design may consist 
of applying general distribution standards or guidelines used by a utility, or it may be specific. The 
two processes are interrelated because system planning requires establishing goals, policies, and 
procedures based on an understanding of the available practical designs. On the other hand, after 
a specific distribution system plan has been established, the distribution system design standards 
undergo continuing change based upon the emergence or development of new equipment or 
advances in technology, such as the solar, wind, and storage technologies considered in this project. 

In general, the objective of distribution system planning and design is to develop a 
distribution system that will provide economical, reliable, and safe electric service to the utility 
customer. This process of planning and design is typically approached by formulating alternatives 
for reinforcing and expanding the distribution system and by evaluating these alternatives for 
economy, reliability, and safety. Economy is achieved by selecting the least costly design 
alternative meeting appropriate power quality, reliability and safety criteria. Those criteria are 
generally achieved through distribution system design standards and operating procedures derived 
from utility operating philosophy and experience. 

c 
_- 
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2 

Distribution planning and design is as much an art as a science. The methods and P. ,i.iuc- .?rc”p pp%*-r7.-> ,; .I. : ._, 
philosophies vary for ‘the seven utilities in this study as they do for other utihtres~ throughout the 
United States. A number of factors influence the different utility distribution design standards. : >-:..‘,C%$/ 
First, the utilities face a range of different design situations: 

l 

0 

a 

0 

0 

State and local regulations differ. For example, California utilities must design according 
to CA PUC General Order 128 for underground design and CA PUC General Order 95 for L. . . ‘.. , ,, 
overhead line design, while utilities in other states generally design in accordance with the 
National Electric Safety Code.“-6 

Ambient design conditions differ significantly throughout the United States. 

Basic distribution system designs differ. For exrnple, different standard voltages, 
transformer sizes, and ratings are commonly used by different utilities. , 

Different load and population densities .af%ct. dk~~bb$op&si,gns. For example, for one 
utility, residential distribution design standards may anttcrpate houses on 1 - to lo- acre lots; 
more metropolitan utility residential distribution design standards may provide for quarter- 
acre or smaller lots. 

Second, the distribution design philosophy varies for different utilities: 

Overcurrent and overvoltage protection requirements for underground, overhead, and 
combined underground and overhead distribution c&~$~may vary significantly for i- ._._,,. 
different utilities based on d$ferences- in protection phrlosophy and lightning incidence 
level. 

Reliability requirements may vary significantly for different utjjjtjesslbased on differing .a. *,-s..r->~-*~^& ._ 
utility reliability philosophy and established service. levels. The application of manual vs. w.r -* N. ^.il.lr‘rr.i. 
automatic switching and of radial, loop or parallel feeder.configurations varies significantly 
for different utilities, based primarily on different reliability design philosophies and past 
experience. 

Third, economics differ among different utihties, often having a significant impact on the _ -_-- 
various utility distribution design standards., Some of fhe.important economic ditferen,ces are as 
follows: 

0 The cost of utility system electrical losses can vary significantly from utility to utility, 
because the cost of losses- is a function .of the utility generation type as well as of the . . ~_, :~.*;“p c*J”~~~~~~~“‘~~~~ ,_ ” ^,. ,,^ I ,___ 
electrical characteristics of the dtstributron crrcurts. 
among the utilities in this study. 

The cost of ~~~~~~~arie~~~~gnificantly ^..I _ .“. $ ,,/._ ~<,‘,.. I ‘~&,,, -.,;,“V.r ‘-,< . ,.. >. . 

, 
‘-% 

,.s 

0 Installation costs of distribution facilities vary significantly among the different utilities. ._ ‘_ _ # 
Generation, transmission, and environmental externality costs and assumptions also can 
vary significantly from utility to utility. 
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0 Economic assumptions vary significantly from utility to utility, even though PWRR 
methodology is employed by most utilities. In particular, annual fixed-charge rates may 
vary because of differences in state and local taxes and because of differences in financing 
costs between public and privately owned utilities. 

Consequently, the review and interpretation of distribution standards and design 
philosophies of the seven different utilities in this project was a key factor in applying our 
assessment methodology and in quantifying distribution benefits for the various utilities. 

2.5 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM BENEFITS 

There are a number of potential utility system benefits (and costs) associated with the 
installation of distributed renewable energy sources. Distribution system benefits are site-specific 
in that the applicability and the magnitude of these benefits are directly related to the site-specific 
distribution system loading and configuration, as well as to the physical location of the renewable 
energy sources installed in the distribution system. 

The following sections describe various potential site-specific distribution system benefits 
associated with the strategic installation of distributed PV and WT in utility distribution systems. 

2.5.1 Distribution Facility Deferral 

The addition of new distribution facilities is generally based on the distribution system 
design standards and philosophy and on the need to maintain appropriate distribution system 
reliability criteria. Distribution system reliability, which varies from utility to utility, typically is 
based on meeting expected peak distribution system loading conditions, which vary among sites for 
different types of distribution systems. Distribution system planning requirements also vary for 
different primary and secondary levels of aggregation within a distribution system. End-use service 
reliability criteria such as total annual customer-minutes of interruption may also be used as a basis 
for adding new distribution facilities in some utilities. 

As the peak load grows on a heavily loaded distribution system, a schedule of new 
distribution facility capital investments (e.g., new lines, transformer additions, transferring load to 
other feeders) is developed to meet the specified utility distribution system reliability criteria. Since 
PV and WT (and battery storage) are modular and come in kW and MW sizes compatible with 
distribution facility ratings, these renewable resources can be strategically distributed throughout 
the heavily loaded distribution system or installed at the end of a feeder to reduce peak feeder or 
distribution substation loads. They can defer distribution facility additions, resulting in a 
distribution facility deferral benefit. To reduce annual peak loads and defer the distribution facility 
additions, the renewable energy source output must shave the annual peak load. 

The assessment methodology performs chronological hourly distribution system modeling 
with and without PV or WT during the annual peak day, and for weekdays and weekend days in each 
month, to determine kW peak reduction and distribution deferral benefits. Annual load duration 
curves were not used since they cannot provide the seasonal and hourly time-of-day correlation 
required between solar insolation and time of distribution peak. They also will not provide the 
information needed to determine battery storage kW and kWh requirements to reduce the 
distribution peak load. Also, in many cases, local distribution peaks may not coincide with total 
(native) system load. This fact must be carefully considered when combining various distribution, 
transmission, generation, and environmental benefits. 
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Distribution facility deferral benefits generally apply to heavily loaded facilities and 
generally are very site-specific. The magnitude of the deferral benefit is strongly dependent on the 
length of the deferral,anglthe cost. of the new facilities. Distribution facility deferral benefits are x ._U1’.. _ .,j ‘Ix^-*- -. “ra*r,.,~~“,.,~~~~~~:,,~~~,,~~~~~~~~,~~,~~~~~ =, , _ _, 1 
greatest when the load growth rate is low. In addition, when load growth is low, renewable energy 
capacity can be installed in small increments from year to year as required to cover the load growth, 
reducing PWRR costs. 

2.53 Loss Re+h~ction lje&@ ,. 

Relative distribution system primary and, secondary system electrical losses w.ith and 
without renewable energy sources installed are calcul.ated~,~ part of the distribution system 
assessment methodology. A recent utility system study showed transmission and distribution system 
losses can total over 9% of the @al generated power, and other information indicates that typical 
utility losses vary from 7 to 9% (Ref. 7). About 40% of theselosses occur in the distribution system. IP.lrP I-._ .~a** ,.- -ii.b.w^ 
Since many renewable energy systems are expected to be connected to the distribution.secondary 
system, the benefits from reducing both primary and secondary losses can be included where 
appropriate. 

Annual demand and energy losses are calculated with and without renewable energy sources 
installed to determine the relative losses. Relative annual energy losses are calculated by running 
hourly load flows for weekdays and weekend days in each month with and-.wilrout rene~yble 
resources installed, and accumulating the results throughout the year. Relative demand losses are 
determined us&g loss reduction at the tim.e.of the total (native) system peak load rather than at the 
time of the local distribution peak load, because demand charges are based on generation capacity ,. _x “. 
requirements. 

The relative costof 1lss.e is determined using the utility hourly marginal production costs . __rv r_,x%*_l,* “*-Am 
for the utility during the weekdays and weekend days in each month and over the ?&year study 
period. 

Calculations in this. study showed that the fu!l.lsss-~~ctio~.benefit applied only when new 
distribution facilities were not being deferred. When dis,r$u&d renewable energy sources were ^._. ^_ -e..“+. ..^ ‘. .% ..>M_( 
installed, distribution system losses were reduced. However, when new transformers and lines were ,..s. ._.*., . 
installed on a distribution system, these new, facilities al&reduced distribution system losses. Those Y” -*--___v. ,,.x**uw.il 
new distribution facility loss reductions tended. to reduce or cancel loss-reduction benefits during _ ^ ‘X‘ I/..,.vY , ,II 1 z..**,,_ . . . . < ““?*i^reF ‘Mi>&%**Ml& ii?“., :--*“& 9 .~,:~*,; ^ ., 
years that the new facilities ,were being deferred by the addition of the renewable energy sources. 

2.5.3 Distribution voltage and Power Fact0.y f@xxtion Benefits ,W.,3.“... \. I--* .~IIyI.s.a*-~%_II* >~ ^,.” _ll ~w,s, /r*** _ ,“, ;__ ,, ., , 

Voltage control and power factor correction in di@ribu$ion, systems are the two most 
common power quality issues addressed as part of distribution system planning and design. Voltage 
and reactive power (var) control in distribution systems are generally maintained using the following 
devices: 

l fixed and switched shunt capacitors, 
l transformer load tap changers (LTC), 
0 voltage regulators, and 

.’ 0 static .var controllers, (SVC). 
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One or more of the first three devices is commonly employed by most utilities to maintain 
loading conditions. For example, several of the utilities in this study and many other utilities in the 
United States maintain a f 5% voltage spread criterion (126 V to 114 V on a 120 V base) between 
the first and last customer on a distribution circuit. In addition, many utilities add fixed and 
switched shunt capacitors to achieve a power factor correction criterion, (i.e., to correct power factor 
to unity or near unity at the distribution substation). 

Shunt capacitors, LTCs, and voltage regulators typically respond to distribution system 
voltage fluctuations in the minute-to-minute time frame, which is generally adequate for most 
present day utility distribution system voltage and var control requirements. SVCs can respond to 
voltage fluctuations in the millisecond time frame and may be employed to solve voltage flicker or 
voltage collapse problems. However, SVCs may cost ten times as much as shunt capacitors (i.e., 
$12O/kvar vs $12/kvar or less). 

Installing distributed renewable energy sources can improve distribution system voltage in 
two ways. First, they can supply real power (kW) during peak loading, reducing peak current flow 
and reducing voltage drop. Second, they can improve voltage regulation or provide power factor 
correction, if self-commutated transistor-based inverters or synchronous generators are used. On 
the other hand, a voltage penalty may occur if line-commutated inverters or induction generators are 
employed. 

, 

2.5.4. Potential Distribution System Harmonics Impacts 

An emerging concern in both the utility industry and the electrical equipment manufacturing 
industry involves the increasing impact of non-sinusoidal waveforms on equipment performance. 
Sources of harmonic distortion are myriad and increasing rapidly, from solid-state variable 
frequency motor drives and electronic fluorescent ballasts to battery chargers for electric vehicles. 
The inverters associated with PV generation have the same potential for generating harmonics as 
do all other solid-state devices. 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) has recently developed an 
updated Standard 5 19 as a guide for managing the addition of harmonic-generating equipment to 
power systems*. The new standard presents a recommended methodology for evaluating new 
harmonic sources and recognizes that the magnitude of the harmonic contribution of a solid-state 
device is dependent upon the available short circuit current (SCC) “at the point of common 
coupling.” Obviously, an inverter that may cause no problem at a location with high available SCC 
could cause a significant problem at a point with lower available SCC. Thus, it will be necessary 
for those who install PV generation to be alert to this phenomenon and use the new IEEE guidelines 
to prevent customer problems associated with harmonic effects. It is expected that PV installations, 
like other solid-state devices, will be designed to comply with harmonic design limits, and that the 
costs will be included in PV plant capital investment. The impact of harmonics in distribution 
system design was not quantified in this study. 

2.5.5 Relaying, Switching, or Sectionalizing Impacts 

Standard distribution system design for the vast majority of applications consists of radial 
circuits. Although circuit ties may exist for emergency use and may facilitate load transfers, circuits 
are operated as having a single source. Most utilities have developed protection practices that apply 
devices such as reclosers, sectionalizers, and branch fuses in a planned sequence intended to 
minimize the number of customers affected by a primary interruption. 

12 
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Presently, most wind generators consist of induction machines. These units require external I 
utility power to operate and will drop off the line quickly if the external source is removed. This 
feature has led to the general acceptance of these types of generators within the utility industry. 
Although some concern exists,@ generators may continue to operate through self-excitation after 
the source line has. been interrupted when load and generation are closely matched, experience has 
not resulted in many known problems attributed to this cause. 

Most PV arrays power solid-state dc/ac inverters, which are designed to operate within a 
narrow voltage bandwidth. If the voltage drops below the minimum level, conduction ceases 
instantaneously, the result being the same as with an induction generator. 

Distribution circuit interruptions will cause the renewable generators to drop off the line. 
In many cases, generators outside the interrupted area can also be expected to drop off line, 
depending on the amount of voltage drop on the line and the sensitivity of the generator and its 
controls. 

These generators can be programmed to restart automatically after external power has been 
restored. They can also be equipped with time-delay control to postpone restarting until the utility 
source has operated continuously for some period of time. Hence, significant impacts on 
distribution system relaying, switching, or sectionalizing costs are not expected for initial PV or WT 
penetration levels. 

2.5.6 Enhanced ?is~ribut&n.Reliability _ ,.L 

Two recent utility studies have assumed an enhanced distribution system reliability 
economic benefit associated with__the installation of PV on distribution feeders. %*O In one study the ” . -. ,. I._ , .” . ..^ .,_. ,.-. _..“., .._...( .+ ._.. ,I.“. _. *A 
resulting economic benefit was small, and in the other the benefit-was very large. However, in both 
studies, the enhanced reliability benefits were described as “soft,” which appears to indicate that this 
benefit may be very difftcult to support. 

This study, which assesses benefits and costs for seven different utilities from a utility 
perspective, does not identify enhanced reliability economic benefits for any of the seven utilities. 
The project team and participating utility distribution engineers and planning personnel were unable 
to establish a rational basis for establishing or quantifying this potential economic benefit. However, 
the assessment methodology provides for calculating this potential economic benefit if it applies to 
a utility. Since this benefit may apply to some distribution systems, it is discussed here. 

The discussion of distribution deferral benefits (Sect. 2.5.1) addresses potential economic .I, - ,.-..,i “_,*-*“~, 
benefits associated with locating PV, WT, or storage strategically in a distribution system to meet 
a utility’s distribution reliability criteria, in lieu of adding new distribution facilities. There may also 
be special situations when customers with critical loads may need or desire higher reliability criteria. 
In these cases, PV, WT, or storage located near the customer’s facility may provide enhanced 
reliability, if the renewable energy source can increase availability by reducing customer outage 
time. 

A commonly used conventional method of providing enhanced reliability is to install a 
second feed to the customer (or customers). The customer is then charged a premium for the 
enhanced reliability service at a rate that allows the utility to recover the additional cost associated 
with providing the second feed to the customer. The customer would generally not be charged a ,. ._. ̂ __, _i__ _ _,_,l~ 
premium based on the value of service to.,the-customer. Thus, when determining potential economic ,,- 
benefits from the utility perspective, the additional cost, rather than value of service, is the basis 
typically used to quantify the benefits, If a significantly larger value-of-service premium were 
assumed when determining economic benefits compared with costs, the utility might never recover 
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its additional cost to provide the enhanced reliability. Hence, value of service probably would be 
used only for determining benefits associated with some utility strategic plan. 

The second aspect of the enhanced reliability issue is to determine whether strategically 
placed PV or WT can actually reduce customer outage minutes on a distribution system for a given 
utility. For many utilities, many of the distribution system outages occur during storms, or at night 
when there is no solar insolation. Hence, PV power may not always be present during outages, 
Also, outages may occur when there is no wind or too much wind, and WT may not be operating. 

Assuming that distribution outages occur when PV or WT are operating, these strategically 
located generators would typically require ride-through capability, automatic switchgear, and output 
control to allow isolated operation during a disturbance to provide a level of enhanced reliability 
comparable to providing a second feed to the customer. 

The previous two studies determined enhanced reliability benefits for PV without providing 
for isolated operation during a disturbance. MO The rationale was that when a disturbance occurred 
on a feeder with weak ties, the PV would trip with the rest of the circuit. With PV installed, the load 
in the unfaulted portion could be transferred to an adjacent feeder while repairs were made, reducing 
outage duration and providing enhanced reliability to the unfaulted portion of the feeder. Without 
PV, it evidently was assumed that some of the load could not be picked up until repairs were 
complete. 

In this study, distribution reliability criteria of most of the seven utilities included provision 
for normally open ties to adjacent feeders. For all the utilities studied in this project, these ties 
provided the capability to transfer feeder loads to adjacent feeders during a disturbance independent 
of whether PV was installed on the feeder. Hence, PV did not enhance distribution system 
reliability. Since PV was tripped off during a feeder outage, tie capability to transfer loads to 
adjacent feeders was not affected by the installation of PV. Thus, the analysis in this study showed 
that without isolated operation capability, PV did not actually increase availability on any of the 
utilities evaluated in this project, and no potential enhanced distribution reliability benefits were 
assigned. 

2.6 ENERGY DISPLACEMENT AND CAPACJTY VALUE BENEFITS 

PV, WT, and storage strategically located in a utility distribution system will provide energy 
displacement benefits and, in many cases, generation capacity value benefits. Energy displacement 
and capacity value benefits are nonsite-specific in that these generation system benefits are 
independent of the specific location of the PV and WT in a utility system. 

2.6.1 Energy Displacement Benefits 

Energy displacement benefits are generally determined by evaluating the relative generation 
system operating costs with and without the PV or WT installed. Operating costs can vary 
significantly from utility to utility. Within a utility, operating costs can vary significantly 
throughout the year, on an hourly basis throughout a day, on a daily basis throughout a week, and 
on a seasonal basis throughout the year. Hence, the hourly PV or WT energy displacement value 
can vary significantly throughout the year, depending on both utility operating costs and solar 
insolation or wind speed. 

The assessment methodology provides for evaluating chronological hourly energy 
displacement modeling for weekdays and weekend days in each month. Energy displacement values 
are determined using time of day incremental (or marginal) utility operating costs obtained from 
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utility production simulations and,..using corresponding hourly PV or WT performance. This 
approach is valid for small PV -and ,WT penetration compared to the total utility size, which is the 
case for this study. For large PV or WT penetration. levels, energy displacement value should be 
calculated using a production cost program. 

When storage is added, additional load leveling benefits may be obtained if the incremental 
operating costs during the day are significantly higher than the incremen@operating costs at night. 
To justify a battery storage charge/discharge cycle economically, the daily incremental cost spread 
must exceed the battery storage charge/discharge turnaround efficiency. For battery storage, the 
turnaround efficiency is typically 70-80%. 

2.63 Capacity Value Benefits 

Presently, determining generation capacity value benefits of intermittentre~,~~~a~~~ energy 
resources is a very sensitive subject to many utilities. Generally, in order for PV or WT to obtain 
capacity credit and defer other new generation additions, a utility must need new generation capacity 
in the time frame being studied. For example, PV or WT cannot obtain capacity credit or might not 
be allowed in the rate base if a utility already has excess capacity installed, even though PV or WT 
may further increase generation system reliability. 

Also, to obtain capacity credit, PV or WT must meet the utility’s generation reliability 
criteria for installing new capacity. Generation system reliability criteria used to determine the 
required installed generation capacity consist of both ,dete~nn~stic.criteria such as percentage of ._ ..‘e.” LI.X...*.L.am,II** hi_,,&. .“,_. 
reserve, and probabilistic criteria suchas loss of load probability. These criteria vary from utility - .‘ _ . ‘.A‘< ..s . I_t ii.&&,, 
to utility. 

The assessment methodology provides for evaluating generation capacity value in three 
ways. One way is to determine the relative economic benefit associated with differences in 
generation expansion plans in the study period with and without PV or WT. Another way is to input 
an annual capacity value in $/kW-year based on the annual carrying charges associated with the 
installed cost of a combustion turbine or some other type of generation. .., *.x ” - rs. I.’ i_ SF. ;r\r*+py+< The third way is to calculate 
the annual capacity value using up to four different mi!ls&wh values, based on utility reliability and 
PV or WT performance during various on-peak and off-peak periods throughout the year. 

2.7 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM IlE,l$FS 

Renewable energy sources and storage installed in utility distribution systems can also 
provide bulk transmission and subtransmissfon system benefits, in addition to local distribution 
system benefits. 

2.7.1 Trgtnsmisgiqp Fa@lity Deferral 

Transmissjon and subtransmission reliability criteria generally vary significantly from the ^ -,. il.._ d-e. %%^ “^ ,“,r,a~~a”:~+~ 
distribution system reliability criteria discussed previously. Transmission and subtransmission 
system reliability is generally determined by performing appropriate contingency analysis during 
peak load condit$qns, or during maximum power transfer conditions as appropriate. Strategically 
placed PV, WT, and storage can be used to.redu~r power flows during these contingencies and defer 
the addition of new transmission lines and bulk power transformers, as well as distribution facilities. . _ c r e. i*,,.l_> *~.“,,“l~.++w~**.~ 
Like distribution deferral benefits, transmission and subtransmission facility deferral benefits 
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generally apply to heavily loaded facilities and generally are site-specific. The magnitude of the 
deferral benefit is strongly dependent on the length of the deferral and the cost of the new facilities. 

As with distribution facility deferral, the transmission and subtransmission deferral benefit 
is greatest when the load growth rate is low. In those cases, the PV, WT, and storage capacity can 
be installed in small increments from year to year as required to cover the load growth. 

The assessment methodology provides two ways to include transmission facility deferral 
benefits. If specific line and transformer deferrals can be identified, relative transmission expansion 
plans with and without renewable energy sources can be specified to determine the deferral benefit. 
If specific transmission facilities cannot be identified, general transmission costs in $/kW of (native) 
system peak load can be used, if available. 

Many utilities presently use general $/kW transmission costs in integrated resource plans 
when evaluating demand-side management (DSM). These data, where available, may also be used 
for renewable energy sources and storage installed in distribution systems. However, if site-specific 
transmission line or transformer deferral opportunities can be identified for specific PV, WT, and 
storage applications, larger and more accurate site-specific transmission facility deferral benefits 
may be attained. 

, 

2.7.2 Transmission Lass Reduction Benefits 

The assessment methodology provides for including transmission loss reduction benefits and 
other potential transmission benefits such as stability where they can be identified. Many utilities 
use general cost of transmission losses in integrated resource plans when evaluating DSM. Cost data 
for both demand and energy losses may be available. These data may also be applied to PV, WT, 
and storage installed in the distribution system. 

2.8 ENVIRONMENTAL AND OTFIER APPLICABLE BENl?ZITS 

Consideration of environmental and other applicable issues is becoming an important factor 
in electric utility resource planning. These external issues or externalities can have considerable 
impact on utility economic evaluation, when external costs for environmental emissions are applied 
during new resource evaluations. 

2.8.1 Energy Policy Act and Clean Air Act Amendments 

The assessment methodology provides for considering the Energy Policy Act of 1992 
(EPACT) and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (CAAA) which have been passed at the 
national level.***‘* Basically, for publicly owned utilities, EPACT provides for a 1 .S$/kWh (adjusted 
for inflation) renewable energy production incentive which is available for the first 10 years of 
operation for PV or WT. The production incentive expires in 20 years. 

For privately owned companies, EPACT provides for a 1.5 e/kWh after-tax credit adjusted 
for inflation, which applies to the fvst 10 years of operation for WT installed before 1999. This 
applies to investor owned utilities, EPACT also provides a 10% investment tax credit for PV 
installations with no expiration date. This loo/o PV investment tax credit does not apply directly to 
investor owned utilities. However, it appears that a utility could set up a subsidiary company and 
lease the PV equipment back to take advantage of this tax credit. 
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CAAA may also result in significant economic benefi@ for PV and WT due to SO2 emission I , _: II _:,_j,<~b ,.,__, “.--,u i&eaw * ” 
reductions when PV or WT is installed. The value of the economic benefit will be a direct function 
of the future market price of SO, allowances and the type of fuel displaced. ‘- 

. 2.8.2 Externality Costs 

The assessment methodology provides for consid.ing appropriate environmental (or other) .I “...._ 
externality costs. The procedure used to quantify externality costs varies significantly from state 
to state, and in some states there is no acceptable procedure to quantify externality costs. 

In this study, two of the utilities, Southern California Edison (SCE) and Green Mountain 
Power (GMP) supplied procedures to quantify externality costs. The SCE procedure, which is 
discussed in Sect. 4, results in benefits for both PV and WI, and was based on their latest filing with 
the California Public Utility Commission (early 1993). The GMP procedure results in benefits only 
for DSM resources, and does not apply to PV or WT. The other utilities did not quantify 
externalities as part of their planning process. 

, 

2.8.3 Other Potent@! FV ant, F Bpefi$ 

The assessment methodology also provides for considering potential environmental and other 
applicable benefits. For example, significant benefits for PV, and WT may occur if a monetary .?-h”., ..a-./ 
benefit is used to reduce greenhouse gas emissions such as CO*. 
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3. RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE COST ANTI PERFORMANCE 

This section presents renewable energy source cost and performance assumptions for PV, 
WI, and battery storage installed in distribution systems. PV was assumed to be installed in both 
rural and urban distribution systems. WT applications were restricted to rural distribution circuits 
because of expected institutional barriers, land requirements, and wind resource limitations 
associated with installing WT in densely populated urban areas. 

This study considers utility interconnected PV and WT applications. Thus, storage, which 
increases PV and WT capital investment, is not a requirement for PV or WT systems. In this study, 
battery storage is considered for interconnected PV or WI applications only when the increased cost 
can be justified by larger utility system benefits. 

3.1 SOLAR RESOURCE 

As indicated in the previous section, per unit PV costs strongly depend on the amount of 
energy generated by the PV plant. The major factor in determining the amount of energy that can 
be generated by a PV plant is the solar insolation available at the site in question; the more insolation 
available, the lower the cost per kilowatt hour, all other factors being equal. 

%solation” refers to solar energy density, measured in watt hours or kilowatt hours per 
square me, “irradiauce” refers to power density, measured in watts or kilowatts per square meter. 
Five measurements of insolation are commonly used: global horizontal, global fixed-orientation, 
global single-axis tracking, global two-axis tracking, and direct normal. Global horizontal comprises 
the most widely recorded solar data set, but the remaining four correspond to the module 
orientations most often used to generate electricity. Global insolation is that which falls on a surface 
from all directions, whereas direct normal is that which comes in parallel rays directly from the sun. 
The insolation available to a PV plant depends on the tracking mode adopted and on whether the 
plant consists of flat plate modules (which respond to global radiation) or of concentrator modules 
(which use only the direct normal component of the global radiation). PV with flat plate modules 
is assumed for this study. 

Solar data can now be estimated with a moderate degree of certainty throughout the country. 
Global horizontal measurements (SOLMET data from 26 sites in the United States.) and estimates 
(so-called ERSATZ data based on hours of sunshine, temperature measurements, and cloud cover 
estimates from another 222 sites, mainly in the United States) together formed the largest single 
solar data set available in the United States at the beginning of this study.‘3,‘4 Dozens of other solar 
insolation measurement programs are known to be operating. l5 In 1992, the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory published summaries of data based on measurements through 1990.16 This new 
data set is the or National Solar Radiation Data Base (NSRDB). 

Hourly estimates of insolation, ambient temperature, and wind speed for the 8760 hours of 
a “typical” year are available in computer-readable format. l7 These typical meteorological year 
(TMY) data, based on the old SOLMET and ERSATZ data, are often used in estimating PV plant 
output. Comparison of the new NSRDB data with TMY data show only slight differences between 
the two data sets at the sites considered for the utility applications in this study, as shown in Table 
3.1. All NSRDB sites are primary (measured) except Knoxville, and all TMY sites are SOLMET 
(measured) except Burlington and Knoxville. 

‘IMY data were used with Sandia’s PVFORM program to determine PV performance for the 
individual utility case studies.” 
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Table 3.1. Comparison of global radiation am@ qye,$ge 
daily radiation (kWh/m*) 

. 

Location SOLMET/ NRsDB %C@w 
ERSATZ 

._ _.1 __r -1 > ., .,.A _* >;,..*? ,‘ - ̂ *J r-+a.sw< ‘s:>ir, ;.iin~*xL A.,?,!i i.;xl2ri.+*~*j&,, v&p2*‘_*,,#ii.> *d ,..**,^ y, :cr ,>,. i/ 1 :,.* ~~, ,i ‘, ,, 
Daggett, California 5.81 5.78 -1 

Burlington, Vermont 3.22 3.72 16 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 5.76 5.57 -13 

Atlanta, Georgia 4.24 4.58 8 

Miami, Florida 4.64 4.83 4 

3.2 PV POWER PLANT DESIGN JFPUES .(^.%, 

In addition to solar insolation, several other PV plant design issues affect plant economics. 
These include the type of tracking employed, the location of the trackers relative to,,each other, the 
type and cost of modules installed, and balance-of-plant considerations such as the power 
conditioning unit. 

With respect to the hourly output pattern from a PV plant, tracking is the most significant 
design issue. Assuming that flat plate rather than concentrator m-o-e-reuployed, there are _- .S( ‘.-llli_lD( .ca.~~~,.ss~*u~ 
three choices: fixed orientation (no tracking at all), single-axis tracking, or two-axis tracking. Fixed 
orientation is. the least expensive because there are no moving parts, but it also captures the least ^... *. _ .*>/_ 
energy. Single axis tracking-in which the modules are mounted on a north-south axis that orients ... -. ._-,, - “-. -9-.,-.“i,r-r.*U-*~-.~~.- ,*,“*rae>* “,*,“u~.-~~~~na.,;~,~~~~~~;ck (, 
the modules east in the morning, straight up at noon and west in the evening-offers greater energy . .., ;.rL_ir,..-r.iCu.r 
capture than fixed orie@@on, but it is more expensive to construct. Two-axis tracking offers even 
more energy capture than single axis tracking, but because it orients the modules @war-l the sun ,_ . , 
during all daylight hours, it is also the most costly to construct. 

The relative amounts.of ,enqgy captured with the three tracking options vary from one 
location to another because the relative amounts~of indirect (reflected) and direct insolation differ. “l’l.lCrrr”r-.ruari;**wu*r,~~~~~~~~~~ 
In addition, the time pattern of PV plant output differs a%ong?l’&?ypes ‘XbGkii@. ‘Two-axis 
tracking offers the broadest and squarest daily output pattern. To meet the evening peak loads, it 
is possible to orient fmed modules somewhat to the west.rather than directly south so that their peak 
output occurs later in the day, or to adjust the tilt to capture-more energy in the summer. Similarly, 
the axis in single-axis tracking modules can be oriented slightly counterclockwise from north-south 
to provide greater output on winter afternoons (the sun sets south of direct west in the winter). .---I. -. . . I,‘“X_ 

The appropriate specification of power conditioning units for distribution system 
applications is important because of,the need to ,meet appropriate power quality standards and “. .‘ _‘ .Sl .,_, ‘r-iU w “q 
because of possible var support. The PV plant output voltage and current wave shapes should meet 
harmonic requirements in IEEE S.andard 5 19. The need to provide var support, resulting in self- . . 1 I) .^X _ _ .i a_*- “>..u.., “jl >^lxc,%q+u.‘** 
commutated vs line-commutated inverter designs, may also significantly affect PV capital ..,. .,--em.,.-. ,, -...,, , ii**“* ,.;,Y;.i*,^mr 
investment. 

The greatest unknown and most crucial factor in the future adoption of PV power generation 
is the cost and efficiency of PV modules, which presently comprises more than half the cost of any 
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PV system. Module costs as of 1992 were $4 to $5 dollars per watt in large quantities for single 
crystal technology. Several other technologies are under active development, and a 1992 study by 
Bechtel projected that these module costs will fall to about $2 per watt at a single factory production 
volume of 25 MW per year, or to $1 at 100 MW per year. l9 In the Bechtel study, module costs for 
Czochralski single crystal (CZ) are compared with cost for thin-film amorphous silicon (a-Si), 
cadmium telluride (CdTe), copper indium diselenide (CIS), edge-defined film growth (EFG), 
polycrystalline (Poly), and dendritic web (Web). The study shows that both module costs and 
module efficiencies are important. For example, CZ at $1 per watt and less efficient a-Si at $0.60 
per watt were both projected to have the same PV plant energy cost because the additional structure 
and wiring necessary for the less efficient a-Si modules is more costly. 

3.3 PV COST AND PERFORMANCE ASSUMPTIONS 

’ The PV cost assumptions shown in Table 3.2 and used for the utility case studies were based 
on the best available, most recent data. 

Table 3.2. PV plant cost assumptions 

Fixed orientation 

Capital investment , 

$707OlkW 

Two-axis tracking %827OlkW 

Operation and maintenance Od$/kWh 

The PV capital investment assumption for fixed-orientation PV systems was based on the 
turnkey installed cost of 100 4-kW flat plate single-crystal silicon PV systems supplied to the 
Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD).” This cost and recent studies represent a significant 
reduction in PV installed costs compared with previous PV system cost~.‘~f~ The average PWSA 
PV system cost was about $lO,OOO/kW, and Pacific Gas & Electric’s 500 kW Kerman plant with 
single-axis tracking cost about $11,2OO/kW.” Two-axis tracking PV systems were assumed to cost 
$1,2OO/kW more than fixed-orientation systems for this study. PV operation and maintenance costs 
were based on an Electric Power Research Institute survey.” 

PV system performance was determined by assuming the following configuration per kW 
of installed PV in the PVFORM program configuration: 

0 Array area = 10 m*. 
0 Net PV rating = 1 kW @ 20°C, NOCT 40°C. 
l Net plant efficiency = 10%. 

This assumed configuration allows the PV system to attain rated kW output during high 
solar insolation conditions in most of the utility case studies, and the net plant efficiency of 10% 
includes both typical module efficiency of about 11% and power conditioning system efficiency 
of about 90%. This study was performed using net PV plant kW ratings and net PV plant efficiency, 
which is compatible with utility practice when rating other types of utility generation. 
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3.4 WIND RESOURCE 

Like PV, WT costs strongly depend on the amount of energy generated by the WT plant. 
The more energy generated, the lower the cost per kWh. However, while solar insolation is more 
equally distributed throughout a region, the magnitude of wind resources is much more site-specific. 
And areas of adequate wind resources for WT applications are expected to be more limited in a 
region than areas for PV applications. 

Depending upon its location, WT power output is often less predictable than solar power 
output. Predictability is better where the wind blows in response to a regularly occurring climatic 
pattern, For example, California mountain passes between the cool coast areas and the hotter desert 
or central valley inland areas. 

Preliminary screening of prospective sites is even more helpful in analyzing wind power 
than it is in solar. Similar to the situation with PV, greater energy output corresponds with lower 
levelized energy cost. Therefore, areas with more energetic wind resources are the first places to 
look for cost-effective wind installations. . One widely used measurement standard for preliminary . . -a. -A ..^ _>, _ . . 
screening of wind sites is described in the Wind ,Energy Resource Atlas.24 

However, detailed site-specific hourly wind speed data are generally required to assess 
potential WT impacts on utility distribution systems. These data are com.bined with the power curve 
for a WT design to determine hourly WT performance. The hourly electric output is then 
accumulated to determine annual energy production and .WT capacity factor. 

, 

3.5 WT PLANT DES?GN ISS~S - .1.( . . . . . . I^I.x ^.( ;j. . __ / ‘i_, ^,, 

The most significant specifications for a WT.are i& electric@ lcW *mting and its power curve, 
which is determined primarily by the rotor size. Wind turbines now in commercial operation range 
in size up to 500 kW. Most w.md,+tu-bines installed in the mid-1980s were in the 1 OO-kW range. ----a- -I.-IIy-u-cII.Iy”-“.+ * . . r*,&‘s.s&:~~~~.r, I,_ _“, * .I. .....s.,_l/ -;I .,_. 1(1 __ x 
More recent designs between 250 and 500 kW have evolved and are now presently available. Note 
that WT sizes up to 500 kW are compatible with utility distribution system ratings. However, 
smaller WTs do not require large cranes for service. 

Figure 3.1 presents a typical WT power curve for a 50 kW WT. Note that a WT may 
generate power at kW levels significantly above the kW rating during high wind conditions and will 
deliver no energy when the wind is, above cut:out, _ W’J power curves vary significantly for different 
WI’ designs. 

Horizontal axis machines comprise the large majority of designs presently operating. 
Almost all wind turbines used for commercial power generation use two- or threeblade,~rotors. A u, tn; SW.2 *“a. 
few experimental designs in Europe use a single blade. Lighter weight United States designs like 
the ESI-80, Bergey, and Northern Power. Systems use two blades and generally use higher speed 
rotors, whereas the. heavier European designs like Bonus, Nordtank, and Micon turbines use three 
blades. 
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Fig. 3.1. Representative 50-kW wind turbine power curve. 

3.6 WT COST AND PERFORMANCE ASSUMPTIONS 

The WT cost assumptions used in the utility case studies are shown in Table 3.3. The capital 
investment and operation and maintenance costs were based on the cost and performance of current 
commercial wind turbines determined in EPRI studies.3*25 

Table 3.3. Wind turbine plant cost assumptions 

Capital investment $1013/kW 

Operation and maintenance 0.7$/kWh 

In the utility case studies, WT performance was based on site-specific WT electrical data 
for representative WT sites in the utility service area. 

Battery storage cost and performance assumptions in Table 3.4 were derived for a 3-hour 
lead acid battery storage plant, based on published EPRI Technical Assessment Guide assumptions.3 
The EPRI capital investment assumption is in 1989 dollars and reflects the use of heavy-duty 

batteries expected to cycle frequently throughout the year. Operation and maintenance costs were 
neglected. Battery plant turnaround efftciency of 75% was assumed, which is compatible with 
existing battery storage plant experience. 

Battery storage plant capital investment would likely be reduced by about $2OO/kW for 
applications with PV because a dc/ac converter is not required when batteries are added to a PV 
plant. Another $2OO/kW capital investment reduction probably could be obtained if the battery plant 
did not have to cycle frequently, reflecting the use of light-duty batteries. 
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Table 3.4. Battery storage cost and performance assumptions 

I . . ._ 
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4. ‘SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON CASE STUDY 

This section presents the results of the SCE case study. SCE’s distribution system and 
design practices are presented. Representative PV and WI performance characteristics in the SCE 
service area are described. Various SCE benefits quantified are described, and pertinent 
assumptions are discussed. The case study results are then presented and summarized for the SCE 
system. The information contained in this report was the result of available information from the 
consultant and SCE staff in 1992 and early 1993. These data are changing continuously. Updated 
data on gas price load forecast, CT fill value, incremental energy value (IER), environmental values 
and other pertinent information which will affect the values of distributed resources and results of 
this case study should be obtained from SCE. This report was prepared by ZECO as an account of 
a subcontract to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. SCE makes no warranty or representation 
whatsoever expressed or implied with respect to the use of any information, method, process, or 
similar item disclosed in this report. 

4.1 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN PRACTICES 

Most subtransmission at SCE is 69 kV, although 115 kV is also used in some areas. 
SCE’s substation design philosophy differs significantly from that of the other utilities 

represented in this study. Its efforts have resulted in a system consisting generally of more than one 
incoming line to a substation, which, in turn, consists of more than one transformer. The 
representative substation to serve a suburban area we have selected consists of two incoming lines 
feeding a 44.8~MVA transformer bank (two 22.4MVA 65C FA transformers connected in parallel). 
No more than two three-phase transformers are banked together, in order to limit the maximum 
available SCC to 20,000 A or less. This substation design is expandable in 22.4~MVA increments 
to the substation’s ultimate maximum rating of either 90 MVA or 180 MVA, or, with newer 
transformers rated 28 MVA as high as 224 MVA (No distribution substations have been expanded 
beyond 112 MVA). SCE practice is to load these units up to 130% of nameplate rating during 
normal peak periods. During emergencies, overloads up to 145% are acceptable for short periods. 

SCE does not generally install voltage regulating equipment in its substations. However, 
switched substation capacitors are installed, and generally sized to compensate for the peak var 
losses through the substation transformers. Fixed and switched capacitor banks are installed on the 
distribution system; they have the dual goals of maintaining adequate circuit voltage and of 
correcting the distribution system to unity power factor at peak, calculated at the substation high- 
voltage bus. Temperature controls are extensively used to operate the switched banks, although 
voltage and time controls are also used to a lesser extent. The California Public Utilities 
Commission has established the voltage utilization range between 114 V minimum and 120 V 
maximum for residential and commercial circuits. These restrictions do not apply to circuits serving 
agricultural and industrial loads. 

SCE currently uses two distribution voltages, 12,000 V and 16,340 V, depending on 
geographic location. The 12-kV system is larger and has been used in this study. 

The average circuit peak load is designed for approximately 400+50 A based on a standard 
configuration of six 12-kV circuits per 44.8~MVA transformer bank, loaded to 130% of nameplate 
rating. 

Utilities regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission are subject to General 
Orders 95 and 128, which specify requirements for overhead and underground line construction, 
respectively. These orders supersede the National Electric Safety Code and have resulted in 
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significantly different construction practices in certain areas, particularly regarding overhead four- 
wire three-phase lines. Although four-wire distribution is used extensively, the neutral is considered 
a primary conductor and is insulated for primary voltage. Overhead distribution transformers are 
connected phase-to-phase rather than phase-to-neutral. 

The SCE system is heavily summer peaking; much refrigerated air conditioning is used by 
both residential and commercja!.,customerrY 

Standard overhead conductor sizes are #4, l/g, j36.4:kcmil:‘an~;a59:~ kcmil ACSR. 
Standard primary underground cable sizes.are #2, l/O, 350 kcmil, 750 kcmi‘i,‘&d ‘1;OOO kcmil Al. 
The standard insulation thickness is 220 mils of cross+nk@ polyethylene for both 12-kV and 16kV 
applications. 

Residential underground construction consists of direct-buried primary cables on fused 
laterals serving a number of unfused four-wire (6.9-kV or 9.3-kV) pad-mounted. transformers. 
Typical design demand loads are 4 to 5 kVA per home, diversified over the number of homes served 
by a transformer (8-20). Voltage drop from the transformer to the customer’s meter is limited to 3% 
for new installations.qd 5% for existing overhead-served installations, 1-n addjtiou, SCE limits -. “.-IxL, “-WC‘ I/.. Inl,~‘. 
flicker to 5% on underground installations (including transformer, secondary, and service) and 7% 
on overhead installations. 

Much new distribution line,.cons&tction is underground, ranging from new circuits leaving i * .“-.,‘,.^,ll Im.,.* 
substations to new consru~ction in commercial areas. SCE also has_an&&@$e program of ,- .lli” f..:. -~.b ,.* ..,. x .“,. . . i j 
converting existing overhead lines to underground at utrhty ~~~m~dated by the California 
Public Utilities Commission. These qr&qround lines are installed in rigid ducts. Pad-mounted 
transformers and aboveground air-insulated switches are installed where space is available. Where ..1... ‘“” . .._._ x,, 
totally underground facilities are necessary, submersible transformers and SFGinsulated switchgear 
are currently used. A summary of SCE’s distribution design practices is presented in Table 4.1. 

4.2 PV AND WT PERFORMANCE CHARqcTERISTJC~ .,( j XI<.,. .rii-, a* ‘~’ i i*z-* 2. Iv,.‘.L” ..._lj...“e ” _ i..+Q1_)_ 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the SCE case study were based on SOLMET data 
for Daggett, which is located .m Southem.Cahfor& This- site,. is,representati\re,-?f expected solar 
insolation in SCE’s inland valley service areas. T~able 4.2 presents a summary of expected annual 
performance for a 10-m* PV system rated at 1 kW, assuming fixed orientation at the site latitude of 
34.9’ and assuming two-axis tracking. The fixed-orientation ,PV. system capacity factor is about 
25%, and the capacity factor of the two-axis tracking PV system is about 33.8%. Monthly 
performance for the two PV system configurations is presented in Fig. 4.1. 

Table 4.2. Ten square meter, 1-kW PV at Dagget, California 

Configuration 

Fixed tilt 34.9’ 

Two-axis tracking 
. . .,“,_ej ,. _. ._, _ 
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Table 4.1. SCE distribution design practices 

Substation: 
Subtransmission voltage 
Minimum number of incoming lines 
Standard transformer size 
Normal operating limit 
Emergency operating limit 
Standard transformer bank size 
Minimum number of transformers 
Maximum substation size 
Voltage regulation 
Maximum short circuit duty 
Substation capacitors? 
Peak load characteristic 

69/l 15 kV 

22.4 li4V.i FA 65O C 
136% ’ 
145% 

2.22.4 MVA 

90-H: MVA 
none 

20,000 A 
yes-to correct peak, var losses 

summer 

Circuit design: 
Voltage 
Power factor correction goal 
Comply with NESC? 
Peak design load 
Ties with adjacent circuits? 
Field voltage regulation practices 
Tapped transformers? 
Design transformer loading 
Average transformer loading 
Design voltage criteria 
Design voltage drop 
Flicker voltage drop criteria 

Circuit protection practice& 
Extensive use of field reclosers? 
Fused laterals? 

12 kV/16 kV 
unity at peak load 

no-California PUC regulations 
400 A 

yes 
switched capacitors 

to 200% of nan?plate. (5 zones) 

114-120 W$alitlmia PUC) 
0 
5% 

no (except fire hazard areas) 
yes for underground residential taps 

overhead now being installed 
.i*.T~*‘ ” -i ( Overhead lines: 

Maximum number of circuits per pole line no restriction 
Typical primary conductor sizes 
Secondary & service conductor sizes 

%I, l/0,336.4 & 653.9 ACSR 
#4, #2, l/O, 4/O triplex 

Underground lines: 
Installation method, residential 
Installation method, feeders 
Typical primary conductor sizes 
Secondary & service conductor sizes 
Primary cable insulation 
Switching equipment 

,*. . ,-. “as _ “-_ ,, *-,. _,. .s,*.l_,_ ,-$nnr.. 1 
direct buried/flex duct 

5-in. duct 
#2, l/O, 350, 750, 1000 kcmil 

#2, l/O, 350,750 kcmil 
220 mil clp 

SF, (formerly oil), air 

Unique concerns: 
brush fue hazards; 

regulatory cons&u&on requirements 
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Fig. 4.1. PV system monthly performance per kilowatt. 

Figure 4.2 shows the hourly performance for the fured-orientation I-kW Pv system for the 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in April and in June. On April peak days 
when the solar insolation is high, the PV system can attain 1 kW output; on the average day, the PV 
system can attain over O$ kW +put. In June, which represents the SCE summer peak period, the 
PV system does not attain full output. 

0.8 

: 
123456 7 8 9 10 .lII? 13 14 15 16 17 18..19_~9 21 22 23 24 .*_ ..,. > \ .,^Iv>c, 

Hour of Day 
7wL;hnl i 1,.“asA .zAte,awa (I i&w+ 0 ,r 

_t_ ApniAvg. - April-Peak __e_ June-Avg. --+--- June-Peak 

Fig. 43. Fixed-orientation PV daily output per kW 
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Figure 4.3 shows the corresponding hourly performance for the two-axis tracking I-:kW PV 
system for June and April. Two-axis tracking provides significantly better PV performance, but at 
a higher PV capital investment. 

I 

0.8 

0.6 
3 
d 0.4 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Hour of Day 

__c_ April-Avg. _c_ April-Peak --A---- June-Avg. -E+-- June-Peak 
,.., 

Fig. 4.3. Two-axis tracking PV dairy output per kW. 

Per-kW WT performance assumptions for the SCE case study were based on hourly kW 
performance data from a wind turbine located in San Gorgonio. The capacity factor is 43.2%. 

Figure 4.4 presents the monthly performance for the San Gorgonio WT on a per-kW basis. 

MN FEB MAR APR MAY JJN .RJL AUG SEP 0’3 NOV DEC 

MONTH 

Fig. 4.4. WT system monthly performance per kW. 
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Figure 4.5 shows the average hourly per-kW performance for the WT system in June, July, 
. 
. 

August, and September, the peak summer months. This plot shows a significant range in hourly 
performance throughout the SCE summer peak period for this wind site, and indicates relatively 
inconsistent output compared to PV. 
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Fig. 4.5. WT daily output per kW. 

The following assumptions were obtained from interaction with SCE distribution engineers 
and planning personnel. They are compatible with financial assumptions and cost estimates used 
by SCE in early 1993. General financial assumptions used for the SCE case study are listed in Table 
4.3. 

Table 4.3. SCE financial @su.mptionsb 

Discount rate 11% 

Levelized fixed charge rate-all CI 16.4% 

First year fmed charge rate-all CI 

Escalation rate-everything but fuel 

10.5% 

4.0% 
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The following benefits were quantified in the SCE case study: 

distribution facility deferral, 
distribution losses, 
voltage regulation and power factor correction, 
generation capacity, 
energy displacement value, 
transmission capacity, 
transmission losses, 
EPACT production tax credit for WI, and 
environmental externalities. 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

l 

0 

0 

0 

Distribution facilities deferred in the SCE case study include the following: 

the addition of a third 22.4~MVA transformer plus associated new underground feeder 
additions, at an existing urban area 44.8~MVA distribution substation; 

upgrading an existing 15-MVA rural distribution substation to 28 MVA by replacing the 15- 
MVA bank with two 14-MVA transformers plus associated new overhead feeder additions; 
and 

replacing a pad-mounted or buried 50-kVA distribution transformer serving a residential 
secondary system with a 75-kVA transformer. 

Total installed cost assumptions for the distribution facilities are presented in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4. Distribution facility cost assumptionsb 

Item Total installed cost 
A?%$\ ,. ,_ * x‘ *. *,, (_*‘ 

Add third 22.4~MVA transformer to existing 
urban 44.8~MVA substation $2.8 M 

Replace existing 15-MVA rural substation 
bank with two 14-MVA transformers $3 M 

Add new underground 1 OOO-kcmil 12-kV 
feeder $250 k/mi 

Add new overhead 336-kcmil12-kV feeder $35 k/mi 

Install a 75-kVA distribution transformer $1814 
b As the result of economy and regulatory changes since the inception of thii report, these values have changed. 

SCE should be contacted for more recent data. 

Relative distribution losses with and without renewable energy sources were calculated 
hourly for work days and weekend days in each month. The annual cost of losses was then 
determined using appropriate marginal energy costs and annual demand charges, which were also 
used to calculate annual energy displacement value and generation capacity value. 
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SCE maintains~a unity power factor correction policy at the distribution substation. PV with 
line-commutated inverters and WT with induction generators that require vars would incur a penalty. ,- _ -+G- >_, .j, *L . ,.bj~‘ii, I ‘~~.--r~u,i~~,r-vria*~~ I I._.~ I, _ 
PV with line-commutated inverters and WT with induction generators were assumed to be designed ,.,“,. .- 8,. 
for 0.9 power factor. Self-comrnuted‘P;iior’~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u~ generators or variable speed 
generators would not incur this penalty and possibly would obtain a benefit if appropriate utility var -I , ..- . .._.-Ix._c_~ 
control were incorporated in its design. The cost of fixed or switched shunt capacitors for power - . ” I. .wG(I --*‘,..,~u”,-c,-~~-ri-x-IXn 
factor correction for SCE was assumed to be $,12&u. In addition, on long rural lines with line 
voltage regulators, a $2000 charge per regulator was assum&to,,upgrade the regulators to allow 
them to regulate voltage properly during potential backfeed conditions when distributed PV or WT /v . .s ). --.._l__/r-l*,Y.-,I_x_4*11 ““wl.nlx...Ix _ 
is installed. 

This study considers small.,PV and WT penetration levels compared with the total SCE I. _ -“. .- “.L*ki. 
system load. Thus, for this study, SCE supplied estimated future hourly incremental (marginal) _- ,.j.,*.. s.~y.~jl 
energy values for summer and winter season on-peak, mid-peak, off-peak, and super off-peak time --,..r.~iurr.~..r~--.~~.~ a-** 
periods, which were used to calculate energy displacement value ‘for PV and WT. - -. ,. _).. ^...I1u*~,-;rrrais** In 1998, the 
incremental energy costs ranged from 49.1 mills/kWh during on-peak periods to 30 mill@Nh 
during super off-peak periods. 

In this study, capacity rating for PV was determ,ned, by observing kW demand reduction 
during the summer peak load period. The daily load shape in per unit (p.u.) annual peak load for the 
SCE 1990 summer and winter peak days is shown in Fig.4.6. A capacity rating of 80% of the 
nameplate PV kW was used for fixed-orientation and 90% for two-axis tracking PV. A rating of 
25% of the nameplate kW capacity was used for WT capacity rating, which is compatible with the 
capacity rating presently assigned to wind turbines by SCE. 
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Fig. 4.6. SCE 1990 surnqwr Fa,@$tgr peak day load shape. 

SCE presently has a resour~~e plan that extends out past the year 2000. Some of ,the planned 
, it was assumed that potential 

distributed PV 

The magnitude of the annual $/kW-year capacity value was based on the projected annual 
cost of a combustion turbine, which in 1998 dollars is assumed to be $90.63/kW-year. If PV and 
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WT cannot be considered part of the planned renewables, the annual capacity value would have to 
be reduced until the mid 2000s when SCE needs additional capacity to meet its 16% reserve criteria. 

Transmission system benefits were derived from SCGsupplied general transmission system 
assumptions, used in integrated resource planning studies comparing demand side and supply side 
resources in early 1993. This study assumed a transmission marginal capital investment cost of 
$3456/kW-year in 1988 dollars as reported in 1993 ECAC settlement. This value does include all 
those expenditures that would not be deferrable by distributed resources. The real deferred T&D 
cost for distributed resources was not available when these analyses were conducted. Transmission 
system demand losses were assumed to be 3.3% of the annual peak load, and transmission system 
energy losses were assumed to be 2.6% of the energy displacement value. 

Several potential environmental and other applicable benefits were included in this study. 
EPACT wind benefits were assumed to apply as discussed in Sect. 2. An escalated 1 .S$/kWh benefit 
for the first 10 years of operation was applied for WT. In addition, environmental externality 
benefits were calculated, assuming a potential environmental externality value of about 11 
mills/kWh in 1998 and escalating this value throughout the study period as discussed earlier. The 
environmental externality assumption is based on information provided by SCE using preliminarv 
damage-based residual emission values presented in the California Energy Commission draft final 
1992 Electricity Report. 26 The environmental externality assumptions in this study are based on the 
best available data as of early 1993. The values are not final and are subject to change. 

4.4. BENEFIT-COST RESULTS 

4.4.1 Suburban Distribution Systems 

Impacts on utility residential secondary systems are considered fust. A representative SCE 
120/240 V single-phase residential secondary system, shown in Fig. 4.7, was used for this study. 
A SO-kVA 6.9-kV/12&240 V distribution transformer serves 12 houses with air conditioning in an 
inland valley using 350 kcmil, 4/O awg and l/O awg underground conductors. The peak individual 
house load would typically be about 10 kVA, and the coincident load for the 12 houses together 
would generally be about 5 kVA per house, totaling 60 kVA at a power factor of approximately 
85%. The ZO-kVA distribution transformer would be either pad-mounted or buried. 

If the load on a residential secondary system increase, the 50-kVA transformer would be 
changed out at about 80 kVA in SCE’s inland valleys. The standard secondary system cables are 
sized to provide for adequate current carrying capability for significant larger amounts of residential 
load growth before change-out is required. Hence, from a practical perspective, only the distribution 
transformer is a candidate for replacement and deferral by the addition of PV in heavily loaded SCE 
residential secondary systems. 

Figure 4.8 presents a representative SCE residential load shape during the summer peak day 
foi a residential secondary system distribution transformer heavily loaded to 80 kVA or about 68.4 
kW at 85% power factor. The resulting peak day load shape is also presented assuming that 24 kW 
(2 kW per house) and 48 kW (4 kW peak hours) of fixed-orientation PV were installed on this 
system and arc operating at the average hourly output during the month of June (Sect. 4.2). 
Comparing the daily residential load shape with corresponding PV hourly load shape, the PV output 
does not correlate well, as the residential load peaks too late in the day. However, there is some load 
reduction. When 24 kW of PV is installed, the peak load is reduced 7.2 kW. When 48 kW of PV 
is installed, the peak load is reduced about 8.8 kW. 
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Fig. 4.7. Representative underground 120/240 V reside@@. sec,omJary system. 
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Fig. 4.8. Representative residential lqad shape 
during summer peak day. 

The resulting potential SCE residential secondary system benefits in PWRR and $/kW for - ., .^ - i...-*t..l .~..‘ 
a PV penetration level of %JkJV are presented in Table 4.5. Distribution &&pa!-faq#ty benefits . . . _ 
result from deferring the change-out of the SO-kVA distribution transformer for 5 years. The ” I..,..;,,*.” 
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distribution deferral benefits are small, since the transformer change-out costs less than $2000, (Sect. 
4.3), and potential distribution primary system facility deferral benefits are not included. Assuming 
that the PV systems use less expensive line-commutated inverters results in only a small voltage and 
var control penalty. 

Table 4.5. Benefit and cost results- 
residential secondary system, 
24 kW fixed-orientation PV 

cost 

Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 

PWRR$” MCW 

241,927 7,070 
4,793 140 

246,719 7JlO 

Distribution facility deferral 656 19 
Distribution losses 933 27 
Voltage regulation -126 -4 
Transmission facility deferral 9,638 282 
Transmission losses 1305 38 
Generation capacity deferral 21,337 624 
Energy displacement 37,962 1,109 
Environmental externalities 11,514 336 
Total benefits 83,218 2,432 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
* PWRR = Present worth of revenue requirements 

0.34 

b As the result of economy and regulatory changes since the inception of this report, these values have 
changed. SCE should be contacted for more recent data. 

Significant transmission deferral benefits occur even though the PV is installed at the 
distribution level. For this case and all of the following SCE cases, the PV kW capacity is derated 
to 80% of nameplate rating when determining transmission capacity benefits as well as generation 
capacity benefits. Peak transmission loading is assumed to occur in the early afternoon when the 
total SCE system peak load occurs (Fig. 4.5). Although PV output correlates well with the system 
peak, the 20% PV nameplate kW derating is compatible with the reduced PV output at annual 
system peak load and during other summer peak days. 

A large energy displacement benefit is obtained. This benefit is nonsite-specific and is 
based on time-of-day SCE incremental energy costs and corresponding PV performance. A large 
generation capacity benefit applies based on the excellent correlation between PV output and SCE 
system peak load. 

When environmental externalities are applied, the total PV benefits are $2432/kW. This 
large benefit applies when only a few kW of PV are installed, and without considering potential 
distribution primary system benefits. 

If the PV penetration is increased to 48 kW, the distribution facility deferral benefits and 
loss benefits are each reduced about $7/kW. And there is negligible impact on the other benefits. 
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Current PV costs, including operation and maintenance, (O&&4), for fixed-orientation PV 
are significantly higher than the combined, benefits, resulting in a benefit-to-cost ratio of 0.34. In 
this case, for PV to be a cost effective option, the PV capital investment and O&M must be reduced 
to less than the $2432/kW benefits when potential distribution primary benefits are not included. 

A representative suburbandistribution three-phase primary system is shown in Fig. 4.9. The . “” I .j a ,*xxIIa.III& 
distribution substation transformer bank consists of two 69/12-kV 22.4~hIVA transfo.rrners serving i; \,b -is : .“_, ;.. :.:t.,_ :.<~,.>“er “p~“,A *F,“il six 12-kv feeders. Each 12-kv feeder is assumed to ~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~“,-~~~~~~,.~~~.~~~~~,.each 

feeder contains a short 1000~kcmil underground getaway, and the rest of the line consists of standard 
653-kcmil and 336-kcmil ACSR overhead construction. Single-phase and three-phase laterals are .;, .., _.Y. ̂%+**.“.,* 
tapped off the three-phase main feeders to serve commercial and residential, loads in the vicinity. 
Laterals are lightly loaded. A typical three-phase l/O-lateral may serve about 1500 kVA of 
commercial loads, and single-phase laterals may serve about seven distribution transformers with 
a total coincident peak load of about 350 kVA. 

Ilmile 

Subtransnission 

2-22.4 WA 
Transf. Bank 

6 - 4 l/2 MILE FEEDERS 

Fig. 4.9. Representative suburban d~&il+iqn primary system. 

A number of SCE commercial loads are strongly summer peaking with daily load shapes 
which correlate well with daily PV output characteristics. Examples of commercial loads with good 
correlation are small and large off& buildings, small retail stores, and warehouses, (Fig. 4.10.) In 
addition, schools, colleges, health clinics, and hospital load shapes correlate well with PV output. 

Figure 4.11 presents a representative commercial load shape during the summer peak day 
for a heavily loaded suburban distribution system containing six three-phase feeders serving small 
office buildings. The resulting substation transformer&& peak load is about 54 MW, and the peak 
feeder loads are about 9 MW each. The resulting commercial summer peak day load shape is also ,. -. _.,,I< _,.,, 
.presented, assuming that 10% (5.4 MW) through 50% (27 MW) penetration of fured-orientation PV 
was distributed ,throughout the six feeders. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 present the same information 
except that in Fig. 4.12, the suburban distribution system serves a mix of 50% commercial and 50% 
residential loads, and in Fig. 4.13, the suburban distribution system serves residential loads. 
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Figure 4.14 shows the resulting suburban distribution substation peak load reduction for 
various levels of PV penetration, and mixes of commercial and residential loads served. Since PV 
output correlates well with SCE’s commercial load shape, it is the best PV application for the full 
range of PV penetration, and the residential load shape is the worst. However, for a 50-50 mixed 
commercial load shape, the fast 10% PV penetration results in practically the same peak load 
reduction as the 100% commercial load shape. Hence, on a distribution system serving mixed 
commercial and residential loads, the first 10% of PV penetration can be installed on the residential 
secondary system as well as on commercial buildings and still obtain large distribution system peak 
reduction at the distribution primary level. 
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BM9 Bldg Stores 

MW 

Fig. 4.10. Example of commercial loads which 
correlate nicely with PV output. 
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Fig. 4.11. PV impact on summer peak for commercial loads. 
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Fig. 4.12. PV impact on summer peak for mixed 
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Fig. 4.13. PV impact on summer peak for residential loads. 
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Fig. 4.14. Magnitude of summer peak reduction for various load shapes. 

Assuming that the representative heavily loaded suburban distribution system annual peak 
load grows at 2% per year, similar to SCE’s projected total system load growth rate, 10% fixed- 
orientation PV penetration can defer the addition of a third 22.4~MVA transformer and associated 
feeder additions for 3 years if the load shape is commercial or mixed commercial and residential, 
and 2 years if the load shape is residential. These distribution facilities are significantly more 
expensive than secondary system distribution transformers and result in much larger distribution 
system deferral benefits. 

. 

Table 4.6 presents the resulting potential benefits and costs for a heavily loaded suburban 
distribution system with 10% PV penetration of distributed fixed-orientation PV and a mixed 
commercial and residential load shape. For the 100% commercial load shape and the mixed 
commercial and residential load shape, the total distribution benefits are essentially the same. For 
the residential load shape, distribution facility deferral benefits are reduced $58/kW. Generation, 
transmission, and environmental benefits are similar, and the fixed PV costs remain the same, on 
a per kW basis, for commercial and residential load shapes. 

In this case, combined PV benefits are $2628/kW for 10% PV penetration resulting in a 
benefit-to-cost ratio of 0.36. When potential distribution primary and secondary benefits are 
considered, distributed fixed orientation (roof top) PV is expected to be cost-effective on the SCE 
system when the PV capital investment plus O&M is less than the combined $2628/kW benefits, 
assuming average system peak load growth of about 2% per year. 

For a slow growing, heavily loaded suburban distribution system, distribution system 
benefits can be increased significantly. Assuming the mixed 50% commercial-50% residential 
load shape and 10% fixed-orientation PV penetration, combined system benefits can be increased 
from $2628/kW to $2775/kW if the suburban distribution load growth is 1% per year rather than 2% 
per year, and to $2997/kW if the load growth is 0.5% per year. 
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a.,,. . . <,_, ;-.‘.w* pwo. . ‘F&w ‘.. I # ; 
.._ ,, ,( .rj”.” . ,, j_ 

cost 
Capital ~vesQwt# 
Operating cost 

.__ >f+&)jfi: 7io4700 

Total cost 5&7i,146 79210 
Benefits 

Distribution facility deferral 1,439,282 I86 
Distribution losses 407,947 53 
Voltage regulation -28,356 -4 
Transmission facility deferral 2,174,869 282 
Transmission losses 294,591 38 
Generation capacity deferral 4,814,671 624 
Energy displacement 8,570,012 1,110 
Enviromne.ntal externalities 2,619,607 339 
Total benefits 20;2%,623 2,628 

’ As the result of economy and regulatory changes since the inception of this report, these values have 
changed. SCE should be con@$ed for more recent data. _^,__ -s”-/ “.,.h, I_.>~ __ ..L.. ” ;. ., 

If the distributed PV is assumH to be added modularly during the distribution facility ..-.- .~.i,“.“~...-_.‘__,~-.~_” I__ _ /.‘,l, .i 
deferral period, the resulting combined benefits can be larger and the PV costs can be lower. For 
2% load-growth, the PV can-b added over 3 years, resulting in a total combined benefit increase to 
$2652/kW and a totalwS@uction in PV costs to $7173/kW. For 1% load growth, the PV can be added 
over 6 years, resulting 

. ~..~~(i.~~.~ii . he I,. ..~~~.irrrl-,.~,. , ; 1 ‘, (__ _ 
in a total combined beuefit mcrease to $2856kW, arid a total reduction in PV ,^ - I. .^ ..~ _. I_^ _..,” 

costs to $7112/kW. For 0.5% load growth, the PV can be added over 12 years, resulting in a total 
combined benefit increase to $3237/kW and a total reduction in PV costs to $696OikW. In this best ., .- ..l”.l.~.~~~o. ..,^“. .._l: .(..s. .“I L_ ,_,. *-..,4/“,1_ -.-_ .-.,,” -n; i, ,-..a -*‘“i.^i&lll.,*a. ._..“* .<I,,s,I( ‘.“. ““us,/ 
slow distribution growth/modular PV addition c~~,“~~.~~~~~~~~~~~i~O.-~7. 

A,?“. -,< ., ,.,,” %.^_. 

Large MW-scale PV can be installed at the end of feeders in lieu of adding distributed PV. -.,,,.. 
This may require up to about 10 acres of land per MW of PV installed, which may not be available 
in many suburban areas. ,wge PV plants can be fixed-orientation, or single- or two-axis tracking. 
To determine the relative perSormance, a two-axis tracking case was evaluated, for the mixed 
commercial and residential, load shape and with 10% PV penetration (Table 4.7). For two-axis i ie*._r 
tracking, about $7OO/kW more in benefits was obtained compared with faed-orientation PV. These ..“% “..~,._S *am-e sruxr. 
larger benefits reflected the increase in PV plant capacity factor from 25% to 33%. . . ..I .-.. 4‘ ,e”.Y “-1 ~_..~ .,s”,, c,lli- In addition, the 
two-axis plant was assigned a capacity rating of 90% of nameplate kW, as opposed to the 80% rating 
assigned to fixed-oriemation PV. On the other hand, the PV plant was assumed to cost $12OO/kW *. ” _u.“. ._.. “I^-eh..m,we,*,w,<&&w ,” , ___ 

is’~~~~~~~~~l-~~t.i~‘si~i~~~tly more than 
-the benefit-t&Cost ratio is higher for the two- 
e significantly larger additional cost to install 

a two-axis tracking plant assumed in this study. 
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Table 4.7. Benefit and cost results-10% PV penetration in 
heavily loaded suburban distribution system, 

large two-axis tracking Pvb 

cost 
Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Transmission facility deferral 
Transmission losses 
Generation capacity deferral 
Energy displacement 
Environmental externalities 
Total benefits 

PWRR$ wkw 

63,857,576 8,270 
1,462,347 189 

65,319,923 8,459 

1,863,387 241 
415,015 54 
-30,158 -4 

2446,727 317 
375,217 49 

5,416,504 701 
11,325,978 1,467 
3,396,734 440 

25,209,406 3,264 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 039 
’ PWRR = Present worth of revenue requirements. 
’ As the result of economy and regulatory changes since the inception of this report, these values have 

changed. SCE shouid be contacted for more recent data. 

4.4.2 Rural Distribution Systems 

A representative SCE rural distribution system is shown in Fig. 4.15. The distribution 
substation consists of a 69/12-kV 15-MVA transformer bank serving four feeders. The rural feeders 
generally are overhead construction and range from about 5 to 10 miles in length. Much of the 
existing SCE rural feeder mileage may consist of copper conductors. 

Figure 4.16 presents a representative agricultural and water pumping load shape for the 
summer peak day, as well as for average weekdays and weekend days in the summer, which is 
representative of many SCE rural loads. There is some limited potential for PV to reduce peak loads 
for this rural load shape because of the large night loads. WT is not expected to reduce rural peak 
loads, based on the large hourly fluctuations in WT output during the summer months. 

In this study, a 2-MW PV plant and 2 MW of WT were assumed to be installed on this 
heavily loaded representative rural distribution system near the end of the feeders, assuming the 
system has the agricultural and water pumping load shape discussed above. Both fixed orientation 
and two-axis tracking PV were evaluated, assuming the same output characteristics used for the 
suburban distribution. The WT output was based on the San Gorgonio WT performance data. 

Adding either a fixed-orientation or two-axis tracking 2-MW PV system reduces the annual 
rural system peak load by about 1 MW. Adding the PV can defer the upgrade of the 15-kVA 
transformer bank to two I4-kVA transformers by 2 years. With this load shape, adding additional 
PV capacity will not provide any additional peak reduction. 
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Fig. 4.15. Representative rural distribu-@on system. 
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Fig. 4.16. Rural agricultural an@ w#gr pumping load shape. 
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The resulting potential benefits and costs associated with the addition of 2 MW of fixed- 
orientation and two-axis tracking PV are presented in Tables 4.8 and 4.9 respectively. Total 

combined benefits are $2803/kW for fured-orientation PV and $3435/kW for two-axis tracking PV. 
The resulting distribution system benefits can be large for rural PV applications, as well as for 
suburban applications. In particular, the distribution loss benefits can be significantly larger for rural 
than for suburban PV applications because of the longer rural feeders. Generation, transmission, and 
environmental benefits are the same for rural as for the suburban distribution PV applications on a 
$/kW basis. PV costs are also assumed to be the same for both rural and suburban PV applications 
in this study. However, land costs may be significantly less for MW-scale PV installed in rural 
areas. 

Table 4.10 presents the benefits and costs results for a 2-MW windfarm installed near the 
end of a rural feeder. Total combined benefits are $2936/kW, and WT capital investment plus O&M 
was only $1272/kW. 

Because of the hourly fluctuations in WT output, no correlation with distribution system 
peak was observed. Hence, for wind, no distribution facility deferral is allowed. However, large 
distribution loss benefits were attained. 

Transmission benefits associated with WT were relatively low compared with PV because 
of the relatively low WT capacity rating, which is 25% of nameplate kW. 

Energy displacement value and environmental benefits for WT are large compared with PV 
because of the high 42.3% WT capacity factor. Generation capacity value is smaller, again because 
of the low WT capacity rating. The EPACT tax credit benefits are significant for WT. 

The resulting WT benefit-to-cost ratio of 2.3 1 is significantly above 1 .O. Hence, WT is 
clearly a cost-effective alternative for rural SCE distribution system applications. 

Table 4.8. Benefits and costs-Z-MW PV at end of rural feeder, 
fmed-orientation Pvb 

PWRR$” SlkW 
cost 

Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Transmission facility deferral 
Transmission losses 
Generation capacity deferral 
Energy displacement 
Environmental externalities 
Total benefits 

20,160,557 7,070 
399,389 140 

20,559,946 7310 

756,908 265 
417,197 146 
-12,274 -4 
803,173 282 
108,727 38 

1,778,045 624 
3,162,386 1,109 
980,033 344 

7,994,196 2,803 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
’ PWRR = Present worth of revenue requirements. 

b 

0.39 

As the result of economy and regulatory changes since the inception of this report, these values have 
changed. SCE shoidd be contacted for more recent data. 
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Table 4.9. Benefits and ccyfs-2-w PV ?t end of LIMA feeder, 
two-axis tracking PV 

“*_r ,, ^> * rr*r_,r*“.“9x~“vi?rn91 x pm $;. $Ew~-- . . :_ :.. 
. --“. ..,.a e_ *.“. I~,~~“~~~-,, -“~..r,lrair*ucrilriprr ,A”.“. “* ,. 

cost .- .’ ‘.~ 
Capital investment 23,582,434 8,270 
Operating cost 540,041 189 
Total cost 24,122,475 8,459 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 756,908 265 
Distribution losses 520,800 183 
Voltage regulation -12,274 -4 
Transmissio~..f&ity deferral 903,570 317 
Transmission lqq+~ _I_, 
Generation capacity def&ai- ‘. 

l?8,56? 49 
2,00d,301 701 

Enera displacement 4,182,654 1,467 
Environmental e~~~&tks L j .“., _, ,_ “)j ,1,3$5?~ $8 
Total benefits., _ 9,797,055 3,435 ‘( 1” _.” _. _ 

,- ., pmp “, ‘, ‘,~$E’” _,*‘* ,:,. 
.*_ . _ . _.. I . 1 . I _ .( “. ._ I^). I_ L^ ..b e-,. ,,a *-h.~~~~~~~.~~,~~~~~r’nk~~~~~~~~ WV% 

cost 
Capital investment 2,888,634 1,013 
Operating cost 738,127 259 
Total cost 3,626,761 1,272 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 617,823 217 
Voltage regulation -12,274 -4 
Transmission facility deferral 250,992 88 
Transmission losses 125,398 44 
Generation capacity deferral 555,639 195 
Energy displacement 4,504,447 1,580 
Environmental externalities ,, 1,482,729 520 
Energy Policy Act 848,180 297 
Total benefits 8972,935 2,936 

Benefit-to-Cost RhO . /. 231 

b As the result of economy and regulatory changes since the inception of this report, these values have 
changed. SCE should be entacted for more recent data. 
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4.5 CASE STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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l 

l 

Some conclusions and observations resulting from this case study are as follows: 

Wind turbines are clearly a cost-effective resource for rural SCE distribution system 
applications at good wind sites. Case study benefits approach $3OOO/kW, and the benefit- 
cost ratio exceeds 2.3. 

Distributed fixed-orientation PV installed in slow growing SCE suburban distribution 
systems can obtain benefits approaching $33OO/kW when the PV is installed modularly, 
resulting in a benefit-cost ratio of 0.47. 

PV output has excellent time-of-day correlation with SCE summer peak day commercial 
load shapes, as well as with the total SCE system load. SCE summer peak day residential 
loads peak too late in the day for good PV correlation. 

, 

Distributed or MW-scale PV applications will obtain the highest benefits when installed in 
SCE distribution systems containing primarily commercial loads. 

Battery storage is not expected to be needed to back up PV to obtain distribution deferral 
benefits, because of the excellent time-of-day correlation between PV output and SCE load 
shape. 

On mixed SCE commercial and residential distribution systems, distributed PV can be 
installed on residential roof tops and obtain essentially the same high benefits as commercial 
applications for the first 10% PV penetration. 

MW-scale PV plants installed near the end of SCE rural feeders can obtain benefits 
approaching $28OO/kW for fixed-orientation and $34OO/kW for two-axis tracking. 

Two-axis and single-axis tracking increases both PV benefits and costs. For the 
assumptions in the SCE case study, benefits increase about $7OO/kW, while PV capital 
investment for two-axis tracking increases $12OO/kW. Unless the incremental benefits 
exceed the incremental costs, tracking may not be the most economic PV design, even 
though the resulting benefit-to-cost ratio is higher. 

If the 10% PV EPACT investment tax credit was available to SCE, the PV benefits would 
increase about $5OO/kW for the assumptions in this study. 

PV capital investment plus O&M must be less than the previously cited benefits before PV 
becomes an economically viable resource for the studied applications. 
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l The information contained in this report was the result of available information from the 
consultant and SCE’staffin~~~~~~~,.early 1993. These data are changing continuously. 
Updated data on-gas price load forecast, CT full value, incremental energy value (IER), 
environmental values and. &her, pertinent information which will affect the values of 
distributed resources and.results of this case study should be obtained from SCE. This I .I. .I” (.bI I, ,., *. . ..* .,*_ ,“_,^, ,,,” i,,~*iilbu-,’ 
report was prepared by ZECO as an account of a subcontract to the O*“,~@dge National 
Laboratory. SCE makes no warranty or representation whatsoever expressed or implied 
with respect to the use of any information, method, process, or similar item disclosed in this 
report. 



5. GREEN MOUNTAIN POWER 

This section presents the results of the GMP case study. Gh4P’s distribution system and 
design practices are described. Representative PV and WT performance characteristics in the GMP 
service area are described. Various GMP benefits quantified are described, and pertinent 
assumptions are discussed. The case study results are then presented and summarized for the GMP 
system. 

5.1 DISTRIBWIION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN PRACTICES 

Transmission service within Vermont is provided by a system owned and operated by all 
Vermont utilities jointly in proportion to their size. Although several voltage levels exist, we have 
used 34.5 kV as being representative for GMP. This system is subject to extended low-voltage (as 
low as 28 kV) during some operating contingencies. 

Vermont utilities are closely regulated by the state under rules that make expansion difficult. 
Thus, GMP’s efforts are concentrated on making its existing systems suffice wherever possible. 

System peak loads in Vermont occur during the coldest winter periods. 
GMP uses several distribution voltages from 4 kV through 13.8 kV. We have used 12.47 kV 

as most representative throughout their service territory. 
GMP’s basic substation design includes at least one three-phase transformer. Representative 

sizes range up to 22 MVA, equipped with LTC. Most substations are equipped with supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Many substations also provide service to other 
utilities, such as local municipalities, as well as to GMP loads. Separate transformers and metering 
are used where these loads exist. The company designs for a maximum short circuit duty not to 
exceed 10,000 A. Available duties seldom exceed 7,000 A. GMP designs its substations for normal 
peak loading of 100% of nameplate rating. Emergency operating limits are not specified, since 
generally circuit flexibility has not existed so that line sections could be transferred from one 
substation to another. A program is underway to install a number of circuit ties so that future 
transfers will be possible. 

Typical peak circuit loads are in the area of 7 MVA, although some circuits are loaded as 
heavily as 11 MVA. 

Construction is in conformance with the National Electric Safety Code. Distribution system 
construction is almost entirely overhead. Many new residential areas within incorporated cities are 
provided with underground service, often installed by the developers to GMP’s specifications. 
Standard overhead conductor sizes are l/O and 336.4 kcmil ACSR and 394.5 kcmil AAC. Standard 
underground cable sizes are #2, l/O and 750 kcmil Al (using 220-mil crosslinked polyethylene 
insulation). Pad-mounted transformers and air-insulated pad-mounted switches are used where lines 
are underground. 

The uncorrected power factor of the distribution system is variable. Some shunt capacitors 
are used for power factor correction. Where switched capacitors are used, straight voltage controls 
are the rule. GMP does not have an established power factor correction goal. 

Overhead distribution transformers are targeted for initial loading to 4M5% of nameplate. 
Underground transformers are targeted for 70% loading on the basis that underground-served homes 
have less likelihood for growth. Most distribution transformers are purchased without taps. Most 
growth on the GMP system comes from commercial loads rather than residential. 

A summary of GMP’s distribution design practices is presented in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1. GMP distribution degign practices 

e.j* 
Substation: -. ,“. ,.” 1 
Subtransmission voltage ^ 

_.e,. ,ST.._ v..; ~‘~,I.“.... _. _ j^. ._ . . . . ,*._ ‘r..,ar.,:.i 34.5 lcv ‘* ‘,’ 
Minjmnn mm&c.r of incoming lines 1 

Standad m@?!!?$z $?s? _j. i _. _,_. : :i j j none . 
Normal opemtmg hunt 100% 
Emergency operating limit not specified 
Stan&d ~#??!er !?@.?k. 
Minimum wd?er @‘e!@?E~~:~~. . I<‘, _, hi _ 

22 MVA (yd smaller) 

hbdmwn subsWh!.sk I.$ _ .: “k.... _ _,3. 1 I.*“* ,_, ‘1 _ __ u LTc not specified 
Voltage regulation 
Mauimum short circuit duty 
Substation capacitors? 
Peak load characteristic, ,, 

7,000-10,000 A maximum 
no 

winter 
‘.A. I. 

Pow&factor correction goal 
Comply with NESC? 
Peak design load 
Ties with adjacent circuits? 
Field voltage regulation practices 
Tapped transformers? 
Design transformer lotirng 
Average transformer loading 
Design voltage criteria 
Design voltage drop 
Flicker voltage drop criteria 

not specinea 

7 MVA typical; !?MVA maximum 
no 

voltage regulators 
no 

to 100% of nameplate 
25-40% 

114-126 V 

not specified 

Circuit protection practices: .- 
Ex@mive use ~$k&,&&~@~,‘~ I)“..’ * “I‘ _ , ,: ‘. ’ 

^ .I .‘.&r:” 1_.. Yes r “_:l _ , .” _. s,,. ,_^ r :_ 
,_ 

Fused laterals? “Yes _ 

Overhead lines: 
Maximum number of circuits per pole i& ” _1 
Typical primary conductor sines 
Secondary & service conductor sires 

Typical primary conductor sizes 
Secondary & service conductor sizes ̂ .. .I _ ,_. ,y. _ 
Primary cable insulation _ 
Switching equipment 

Unique concerns: 

environmental restrictions; 
one statewide transmission system. 
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5.2 PV AND WT PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS .. ~ 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the GMP case study were based on SOLMET data 
for Burlington, Vermont. This site is representative of expected solar insolation in the GMP service 
area. Table 5.2 presents a summary of expected annual performance for a 10 m2 PV system rated at 
1 kW, assuming fixed-orientation at the site latitude of 44.5’ and assuming two-axis tracking. The 
fured-orientation PV system capacity factor is about 16.4%, and the capacity factor of the two-axis 
tracking PV system is about 21.2%. Monthly performance for the two PV system configurations 
is presented in Fig. 5.1. 

Table 5.2. Ten square meter, 1-kW PV at Burlington, Vermont 

Configuration 
Annual capacity 

Factor (%) 

Fixed tilt 44.5’ 16.4 

Two-axis tracking 21.2 . 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

n Fixed Tilt 0 Two MS Tracking 

Fig. 5.1. PV system monthly performance per kW. 
. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the hourly performance for the fixed-orientation 1-kW PV system for the 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in April, June, and December. In April, 
when the solar insolation is,high, the PV system can attain I-kW output. In June and December, . “/~.‘...a‘..OF~~” 
during high solar insolation periods, the PV can provide fairly high levels of kW output. However, 
the average monthly output on all 3 days is relatively low compared with Southern California. It 
seems clear from this information that, much of the.t@e, PV output will not correlate with system 
daily peak loads in all sens of the year. -,-*,. ,. L1”\ The average daily per6ormance is especially poor during 
the winter, which is GMP’s peak load season. 

1.0 

0.8 

3 
0.6 

& 0.4 
0.2 
0.0 

Hour of Day 
. 
ir 

. 

1 

>I 

Fig. 5.2. Fixed-orientation,,P~ c@ly output per kW 

Figure 5.3 shows the corresponding hourly performance. forthe two-axis,tracking 1 -kW PV _l..- 1_1^1*,ma 
system for April, June, and December, This figure shows that .two+xis- tracking provides somewhat 
better PV performance. However, the two-axis tracking PV performance is still very poor during 
the winter. 
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Fig. 5.3. Two-axis tracking PV daily output per kW. 

Per kW WT performance assumptions for the GMP case study were based on hourly wind 
data from a mountain wind station located near SearsburgReadsboro, Vermont. The WT annual 
capacity factor is about 30%. 

Figure 5.4 presents the expected monthly WT performance for the site WT on a per-kW 
basis. Figure 5.5 shows the average hourly per-kW performance for the WT system in December, 
January, February, and March, the peak winter months. This plot shows a fairly consistent hourly 
performance pattern throughout the GMP winter peak period for this wind site. 

XXI.0 

250.0 

200.0 

z 
1 SD.0 

100.0 

SD.0 

0.0 

JAN FEE MAR APR MAY .RJN .RJL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

MONTH 

Fig. 5.4. WT system monthly performance per kW. 

b 
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.- 
Hour of Day 

I 
1, ..,,x.I “---... ;,- - .I. ,.I_ ,..,.. ‘. . _\_, _ . . . . ..-.~~,~..~~i,-,t,,..;, .*“i;,“, .,. _ 

Fig. 5.5. WT daily output per kW. 

‘1 Y 

5.3 ASSUMPTIONS AN@ @MDITS QUANTIFIED _,. L -. .~“.r_, 

The following assumptions were obtained from interaction with G&II’ distribution engineers Y .-c *.x II I _i..” .> ..“.*,,a;.*~e~,$..&~ ~~~.~.~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ 
and planning personnel. They are compatible with financial assumptrons and cost estnnates used 
by GMP in early 1993. General financialassrmrptions used for the Gh@! case study are listed in 
Table 5.3. 

l distribution losses, 
0 voltage regulation, 
0 generation capacity, 
0 energy displacement value including transmission losses, 
0 transmiss@ capacity, and 

EPACT production, tax c.re& for WT. I,--^..‘..‘..-^ . ..“... ..___. _ _. _.L .^ 

Relative distribut& renewable ener sources were calculated 
for work days and 

‘“Woolf -l&isei was *en 

1 0 

. 
hourly 
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determined using appropriate marginal energy costs and annual demand charges, which were also 
used to calculate annual energy displacement value and generation capacity value. 

On long lines with line voltage regulators, a $2000 charge per regulator was assumed to 
upgrade the regulators to allow them to regulate voltage properly during potential backfeed 
conditions when distributed PV or WT is installed. 

This study considers small PV and WT penetration levels compared with the total GMP 
system load. Thus, for this study, GMP supplied estimated future hourly marginal energy values 
for summer and winter season on-peak and off-peak time periods, which were used to calculate 
energy displacement value for PV and WT. In 1998, the marginal energy costs ranged from 55.78 
mills/kWh during on-peak periods to 27.62 mills/kWh during off-peak periods. These marginal 
energy costs varied throughout the 30-year study period as the planned new generation equipment 
was added and the generation mix changed. 

In this study, the capacity rating for PV and WT was determined based on the annual 
capacity factor, in a manner similar to that used to assign capacity ratings to run-of-river 
hydropower. The magnitude of the annual capacity value varied throughout the study period and 
was based on the annual $/kW-year cost of the marginal new generation capacity additions. For 
example, in 1998 the annual capacity value is $30.91/kW-year. However, in 2003 the annual 
capacity value is $118.06/kW-year. 

, 

Transmission system benefits were derived from GMP-supplied general transmission system 
assumptions used in integrated resource planning studies, comparing demand side and supply side 
resources in early 1993. In 1998, the general transmission capital investment cost is $49.17 per kW- 
year. Transmission system demand losses were assumed to be 5.17% of the annual peak load; and 
transmission system energy losses, which varied throughout the year, were included in the energy 
displacement value calculation. 

EPACT wind benefits were assumed to apply as discussed in Sect. 2. An escalated 
1 .S$/kWh benefit for the first 10 years of operation was applied for WT. 

Distribution facility deferral benefits were not included, because the PV and WT 
performance data do not appear to correlate well with the time of annual feeder peaks. 

GMP includes environmental externalities as part of its integrated resource plan. All supply- 
side resource costs are increased by a 5% environmental externalities adder, and all DSM resource 
costs are reduced by a 10% preferential risk adjustment factor. Presently in Vermont, environmental 
externality benefits apply only to DSM. Hence, potential environmental externality benefits are not 
included in the GMP benefit calculations. 

If the present DSM cost benefits were extended to renewable energy resources, the resulting 
renewable energy source benefit-cost ratio would be increased 16.7%. Although not included in the 
case study calculations, these potential benefits will be referred to when discussing the benefit-cost 
results of the case study. 

5.4 BENEFIT-COST RESULTS 

5.4.1 Valley Distribution Systems 

In the GMP service area, residential lot sizes are large, sometimes as large as 10 acres. 
Typically, the distribution secondary system would consist of a distribution transformer serving one 
or two houses. Distribution secondary losses have been neglected for this case study. 

A representative valley distribution primary system would consist of two lo-mile feeders 
with standard 336-kcmil conductors connected to a 1 0-MVA transformer, and with several lateral 
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taps. A 1 O-mile feeder serving a peak load of about 7 MVA would typically contain two line voltage 
regulators to maintain voltage spread criteria. 

GMP is a small utility, so most of its valley feeders serve both commercjaj .and residential 
loads. A representative commercial-residential feeder load mix is 25% commercial and 75% . . ., -* “_ i, 1 1( ; _,__,_ ,, 
residential. 

Figure 5.6 shows the resulting valley feeder load shape during the winter peak day assuming 
a 25% commercial and.7S%r&lent@ joad m&, with and without PV installed. Since the peak load .fj I_..,.-_1 .-_C,~..~_I\,,~~,_/IYI^ - _,X.l_“~- “11 “. ) 
occurs late, m ,the day, adding PV will not reduce the feeder peak: -’ Thus, there IS no distribution 
facility deferral benefit for PV. 

Table 5.4 presents the potential benefits and costs for, &thhvaJey distribution system (two 
feeders) containing 2 MW of distributed, fixed-orientation PV. In this. case, total combined PV -“l;i u. ,, ,,*..*.. ~i’-“;i~~~~~~~~::,-~~.,“,., (_,I _. 
benefits are $1444/kW. When 4 MW and 6 I$W of distributed PV are added to thus system, the I. . . , “‘, *.~,.- .“l&j@pqy.a” ..: &.-” < 
distribution system loss benefits.are reduced only sli~~~~~~~~‘.~~~~~~‘~~spec~ively), and 
the rest of the $/kW benefits and costs remain the same. If two large 1 -MW PV plants were located -, “^ -.--.-^i,.lrQI*rr_i.“~-~-~., a?-.~odd%a&u4 
at the ends of the-f@e.m,-aaer than distributed throughout the feeders, the resulting total combined i._ . . . . Jy+A,.*l .:1,,_“* ,I I 
benefits increase to $147YkW at&~a~benefit+--*st ratioof c:2Fi Fixed-orientation PV is expected 
to be cost-effective on the GMP system when the PV capital inve&en?‘p~us~G&~ is fess than the 
combined $1475/kW benefits. 

, 

. 

a 

c 
. 

1.00 
~0.80 
0.80 
0.70 
0.60 

p.u. 0.!50 -- 
0.40 -- 
0.30 -- 
0.20 -- 
0.10 -- 

0.00 I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Hour of Day 

+ NO PV + lO%PV + 2O%PV + 3O%PV + 4O%PV + 5O%PV 
.;. ,_ - . ._ , .-. . . /I -&r*.i.:.4.. _-I __ r-Ab,,-., 

Fig. 5.6. Representative valley feeder load shape for winter peak day. 
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Table 5.4. Benefit and cost results-valley system, 
2 MW of distributed fmed-orientation PV 

cost 
Capital investment 
y-;tcosf 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Transmission capacity 
Generation Capacity 
Energy displacement including losses 
Total benefits 

PWRR$” 

14,138,054 7,070 
254,780 127 

14,392,834 7,197 

208,870 104 
-3,595 -2 

282,568 141 
529,783 265 

1,868,911 935 
2,886,537 1,444 

$fkW 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
’ PWRR = present worth of revenue requirements 

0.20 .‘_ ,.” 

Table 5.5 presents additional potential beneftts and costs for the valley distribution system. 
Two large I-MW PV plants with two-axis tracking are located at the ends of the feeders. In this 
case, the resulting total combined benefits increase to $1764/kW and the benefit-to-cost ratio 
increases to 0.2 1. However, the PV plant was assumed to cost an additional $12OO/kW, and brings 
in only an additional $3OO/kW in benefits. 

WT was not evaluated for GMP valley distribution systems because the wind resource in 
the valleys is poor. GMP has a few WTs connected to this system in the valleys, and none has a 
capacity factor above 10%. 

Table 5.5. Benefit and cost results-valley system, 
two l-MW PV plants with two-axis tracking, 

end of feeders 

cost 
Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Transmission capacity 
Generation capacity 
Energy displacement including losses 
Total benefits 

PWRR$” $ikW 

16,537,724 8,270 
329,56 1 165 

16,867286 8,435 

324,484 162 
-3,595 -2 

282,568 141 
529,783 265 

2,393,83 1 1,197 
3,527,071 1,764 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
at Present worth of revenue requirements 

0.21 
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5.4.2 Mountaiq Distribution Feeders -I 1-e” *. ,-_,, .‘...j”_l --.+ww.. .,._.~, ._),~ ‘_.___ ,_” ” .) “” ;, ,, 

A representative G&C mountain feeder would also be about 10 miles in length and have ~~~~.<.“.~-~“~~~~ .“/ ,/.. ” ._, __, I 
standard 336kcmil ,,d,,t,,s~~~~~-~~~~~~~ feeder. f-fowever, the feeder load shape can be .i .^ ‘“=-‘-T&?,:-u~‘“-r+~- * 
significantly different. 

~i~*ir&.~a;<y;~~sh~, *i-L ,,.“‘,,,_ - .I^ ; 
Figure 5.7 presents a representative mountain feeder load shape based on 

load data supplied by GMP for one of its mountain feeders, which serves a ski resort plus other 
loads. 

Table 5.6 presents the potential benefits and costs for the mountam! feederassuning a 1 -MW ‘_’ _. . i 
windfarm is,installed,at a good wind site (with a 3Q%.capacity factor). In thus mountain case, the 
combined benefits are $2458/kW, while the total capital investme@ plus O&M costs for a mountain 
wind farm are only $1468fl<W. me resultant benefit-t~c?st,.~t.~~~~~-~~~~~~,~~~ :??:MW or ?-F 
windfarm were installed, distribution loss benefits would be reduced shghtly, $5/kW and $1 l/kW 
respectively, and the rest of the benefits and costs remain the.same. Thus, in this case, WT appears ‘...~ ..,.*..e ._“.el,w &. ,>>L~d.;i:.d&“a, ^‘.&,‘~~&;,; *. .., . _ ,. 
to be a cost-effective resource for GMP with a benefit-to-cost ratto significantly greater than one. L(. ._^... _“_ .,.,,” ,. ,;_ ,... _&._” ._ ;__l _,.,., j. j __ 

0.80 

c 
z 0.20 

Fig. 5.7. Representative mountain feeder load shape 
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Table 5.6. Benefit and cost resul-mountain feeder, 
1 MW windfarm at end of feeder 

PWRR$” $lkW 
cost 

Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Transmission capacity 
Generation capacity 
Energy displacement including losses 
Energy Policy Act 
Total benefits 

1,199,835 1,200 
267,686 268 

1,467,520 1,468 

60,3 63 60 
-1,797 -2 
199,930 200 
374,847 375 

1,512,402 1,513 
3 12,099 312 

2,457,843 2,458 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 1.67 
* present worth of revenue requirements 

5.5 CASE STUDY CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS 

Some conclusions and observations resulting from this case study are as follows: 

Wind turbines appear to be a cost-effective resource for mountain GMP distribution system 
applications at good wind sites. Case study benefits approach $25OO/kW, and the benefit- 
cost ratio approaches 1.7. 

PV output has poor correlation with GMP winter peak day load shapes. 

Fixed-orientation PV installed in GMP valley distribution systems can attain benefits 
approaching $15OO/kW, resulting in a benefit-cost ratio of 0.20. 

Two-axis and single-axis tracking increases both PV benefits and costs. For the 
assumptions in the GMP case study, benefits increase about $3OO/kW, while PV capital 
investment for two-axis tracking increases $12OO/kW. Unless the incremental benefits 
exceed the incremental costs, tracking may not be the most economic PV design even 
though the resulting benefit-to-cost ratio is higher. 

If the same level of environmental externality benefits that are presently applied to DSM 
were applied to PV and WT, the net effect would be a 16.7% increase in the benefit-cost 
ratio. 

If the 10% EPACT investment tax credit was available to GMP the PV benefits its would 
increase about $7OO/kW for the assumptions in this study. 
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0 PV capital investment plus O&M must be less than Be previously cited benefits before PV 
becomes an economically viable resource. 

. 

c 
c 

0 Battery storage is sure to be needed to b+kup PV to attain distribut~.~~,~~~~~~~!.~~~~~fits 
because of the poor cor=lation be-!?ven ss!.?! jn.fq!!@p, _, $$ .: !tg!!~$g!?@qn. 
Tran,@ktable battery storage, which is used in se~qa~applications and the battery costs 
allocated appropriately, may be a cost-effective option for dis$ributign f$c$ity deferral. 



6. PUBLIC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW MEXICO 

This section presents the results of the Public Service Company of New Mexico (PNM) case 
study. PNM distribution system and design practices are described. Representative PV performance 
characteristics in the PNM service area are described. Various PNM benefits quantified are 
described, and pertinent assumptions are discussed. The case study results are then presented and 
summarized for the PNM system. 

6.1 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN PRACTICES 

The main subtransmission voltage used by PNM is 115 kV. One incoming line is generally 
brought in to a 115112.47 kV substation, equipped with one 22.4~MVA transformer. PNM’s 
anticipated peak loading of this transformer is 67% of the nameplate rating. The remaining capacity 
(up to the nameplate rating) is considered as reserve to be used in case of an interruption at an 
adjacent substation.. Loadings above nameplate rating are permitted under emergency conditions, 
recognizing the reduction in transformer life caused by such loadings. Substation transformers are 
equipped with LTCs. 

Load growth at PNM has been approximately 2.5% per year in the Albuquerque area, the 
largest load territory. The fast-growing area around Santa Fe has recently averaged 4.5% per year. 

The standard substation serves three 12.47-kV circuits. Peak circuit loading under normal 
conditions is approximately 230 A. 

The PNIvI system design is intended to keep maximum available short circuit duties below 
10,000 A. Typical maximum available short circuit duties are around 7,500 A. 

The distribution system is designed in compliance with the National Electric Safety Code. 
Service voltage levels are designed to be maintained within ANSI Standard C84.1 (normal operating 
range between 114 and 127 V; emergency operating range between 110 and 127 V). Voltage levels 
at the substation LTC are typically set at 122.5 f 1.5 V. The primary distribution system is designed 
for up to 3% voltage drop and the transformer, secondary, and service portion are designed for a 
maximum of 4% voltage drop. 

PNM’s peak loads occur during the summer, although it also encounters winter peaks that 
are almost as high. The system uncorrected power factor is approximately 85%, which reflects low 
saturation levels of refrigerated air conditioning for residential purposes. The power factor 
correction goal is to improve the power factor as measured on the subtransmission system to at least 
98% (lagging) through the use of fixed and switched capacitors on the distribution system. 
Capacitors are not generally installed in substations. 

The general scenario for applying capacitors is to install fixed units to compensate for var 
requirements during minimum load conditions (typically a 600-kvar bank applied at or near two- 
thirds the length of the circuit). Switched capacitors controlled by time clocks are then installed to 
bring the power factor to unity during the winter peak period (typically using 1200-kvar banks 
located near one-third the circuit length). 

Temperature controlled banks are then installed to bring the summer peak power factors to 
the desired levels. In areas where underground feeders exist, PNM overcorrects adjacent overhead 
circuits, rather than incur the additional cost of installing pad-mounted or underground capacitors. 

PNM’s general feeder design uses a single large conductor size throughout the circuit, rather 
than taper to smaller sizes toward the ends of circuits. This practice is necessary to provide adequate 
load-carrying capacity during substation interruptions. It also simplifies system design and makes 
very few distribution system modifications necessary when building new substations. The current 
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standard overhead feeder sizes. are 795 and 397 kcmil. Tap lines are built using smaller conductor me,.’ G,,:,,” .-a:.. 
sizes. 

Service reliability receives ongoing attention at PNM. Considerable effort is put forth to 
improve on historic levels of availabi1i.Q and to identify cost-effective modifications- for, the, future. 
The present system average outage duration is 100 min. and the frequency is 0.75 per year. 

Underground construction.is-Fed mainly in new residential areas. It consi&: generally of 
direct-buried l/O primary cable (with 220-mil crosslinked polyethylene insulation) feeding 30 to 40 
pad-mounted transformers .mstalled in a loop configuration, which generally stands open at a ._ .- ” .“,.“hbSba. ,, ,‘&.. L 
midpoint. Each transformer has two load-break elbows (incoming and outgoing) and a bayonet fuse. 

Typical lot sizes range from I/$ to l/6 acre. Home sizes are generally between 1500 and 
2500 ft2. Peak design demands are 2-3 kW (diversified over approximately 10 homes per 
transformer). 

Most feeders at PNM are overhead; however, when underground feeders are installed, PNM 
secures an easement in private property adjacent to the street. 

A summary ofPNM’s distributi,on. design practices is found in Table 6.1. _ 

, 

6.2 PV PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the PNM case study were based on SO&MET,data 
for Albuquerque. This site is representative of expected solar insolation in PNM’s service area. ----.-,.).--i___l~~.~-UOUIIIU^,rd)\l*lll ,~ _” 
Table 6.2 presents a summary of expected annual performance for a 10 m* PV system rated at 1 kW, 
assuming fixed-orientation at the site latitude of 35”, and assuming two-axis tracking. The fixed- I. .,.. “x‘“/d>-. -.___ ,,._ “, , .“,, i_ 
orientation PV system capacity factor is about 26.3%, du;ii’the”cap~ty ‘factor of the two-axis 
tracking PV system is about 35.1%. Monthly performance for the two PV system configurations 
is presented in Fig. 6.1. Note that solar insolation in Albuquerque is even better than in Southern 
California. 

Table 6.2. Ten square meter, 1-kW PV at Albuqurque, N.M. 
” __, ,_ . ‘ i .” .r+*c.‘: A,* ‘cM2hbs,: ,i:,&a >i”*c’~.,, .Y,;-,: g.#Ad, . ” i I .,., es‘?:** r &, . I2 ,a I 

Annual capacity 
Configuration factor (%) 

_ 
Fixed tilt 35’ 26.3 

Two-axis tracking 35.1 
. . . ,.. ~, _*u_ ..+ ~-~l,:~liJ~~~,~*~,i.l~~?,~~~~ >;y&‘ ‘33 ‘; )I‘. , .‘~ ! i n_ 

Figure 6.2 shows the hourly performance for the fixed-orientation I-kW PV system for the -- _^. _.“” . . . ,b,., .yI. ‘,,.. “, 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in April and in Jun~~?n~~r?l;*when the 
solar insolation is high, the PV system can attain 1-kW output, and on the average day the PV 
system can attain over 9.9 lcWoutput. In June, which represents the PNM summer peak period, the 
PV system does not attain full output. 
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Table 6.1. PNM distribution design practices 

Substation 

Subtransmission voltage 
Minimum number of incoming lines 
Standard transformer size 
Normal operating limit 
Emergency operating limit 
Standard transformer bank size 
Minimum number of transformers 
Maximum substation size 
Voltage regulation 
Maximum short circuit duty 
Substation capacitors? 
Peak load characteristic 

Circuit design: 

Voltage 
Power Factor correction goal 
Comply with NESC? 
Peak design load 
Ties with adjacent circuits 
Field voltage regulation practices 
Tapped transformers? 
Design transformer loading 
Average transformer loading 
Design voltage criteria 
Design voltage drop 
Flicker voltage drop criteria 

115 kV 

22.4 Iv&A FA 
67% 
100% 

22.4 MVA 
1 

not specified 
LTC 

10,000 A 
No 

summer 

12.47 kV 
98% at peak on high side 

yes 
300 A 

yes 
switched capacitors, field regulators 

no 
to 100% of nameplate 

114- 126V 
7% 

not specified 

Circuit protection practices: 

Extensive use of field reclosers? 
Fused laterals? 

yes 
yes 

Overbead lines: 

Maximum number of circuits per pole line 
Typical primary conductor sixes 

Secondary & service conductor sixes 

not specified 
#2 ,210 & 4/O ACSR, 

397 & 795 AAC 
#2,2/O, 4/O triplex 

Underground lines: 

Installation method, residential 
Installation method, feeders 

Typical primary conductor sires 
Secondary & service conductor sixes 
Primary cable insulation 
Switching equipment 

Unique concerns: 

direct buried 
in easement adjacent to 

street right-of-way. 
l/O 

l/O, 4/O, 350 kcmil triplex 
220 mil clp 

air 

almost equal summer and 
winter peaks. 

c 
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Fig. 6.1. PV system monthly performance per kW. 
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Fig. 6.2. Fixed-orientation PV d@ly output per kW. 

Figure 6.3 shows the corresponding hourly performance for the two+is ,tiacking 1-kW PV 
system for June and April. This figure shows that two-axis tracking provides significantly better PV 
performance. However, this increased PV performance comes at a higher PV capital investment, 
as discussed earlier. 
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Fig. 6.3. Two-axis tracking PV daily output per kW. 

Discussion with PNM personnel and review of the wind atlas indicated that poor wind 
resources can be expected in the PNM service area, but no wind data were available. Therefore, WT 
was not evaluated for PNM in this study. 

6.3 ASSUMPTIONS AND BENJCFITS QUANTIFIED 

The following assumptions were obtained from interaction with PNM distribution engineers 
and planning personnel. They are compatible with financial assumptions and cost estimates used 
by PNM in early 1993. General financial assumptions used for the PNM case study are listed in 
Table 6.3. 

Table 6.3. PNM financial assumptions 

Parameter Assumption 

Discount rate 10.95% 

Levelized fixed charge rate - all CI 

Escalation rate 

14.19% 

5.0% 

The following benefits were quantified in the PNM case study: 

0 distribution facility deferral, 
0 distribution losses, 
0 voltage regulation and power factor correction, 
0 generation capacity, and 
0 energy displacement value. 
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Distribution facilities, def-d in the PNM case study include the addition of a second 22.4 _- .-_ “.^“< ,il_~/_vc”,,,_j,jn__j 
MVA transformer “plus associated new overhead feeder additions at an existing urban area -,.-‘-. ;- _ “- ., _ ,,.I, j . . . . . . . ,_.j. .; ._., ~.,,-.*::, 
distribution substation. Total installed-cost assumptions for distribution facilities-are presented in 
Table 6.4. 

Table 6.4. Distribution facility cost assumptions 

Item 

_.L .,, ,_ \“‘” ., .^>_.. <. _,*. ‘%, .,., _ I,,,,,, “*,,‘~&,&&&& :i 1 
Add 2nd 22.4~&$VA transformer to existing ..^,, *,. , \_“., ,_, _s., ,_.. 
urban substation $1,900,000 

, 1 

Add new overhead 397 kcmil-,)2-kV feeder $118,8OO/mi ,,,,.,._,,. “.. ._I 1 .,. . ,s. 1 - .,- “>.,.**a c .d/L/.. >,*“_ / I_I* “” i.ii,~.srr. .,rx,“;7i,‘iii~y:~~~:~~ .~;i,&, 3 j_ & _: _ 

Relative distribution losses with and without renewable energy sources were calculated (, I.-w .I”“c*+lm ~..&.^I I, . . . . i ,.a .1 ..>d*.*._ , / ,.,“.,. ,.( a,. ,L ,..., “,. ,. ,^l.“-.. 
hourly for work days and weekend days in each month. The annual cost- of-losses, was then 
determined using appropriate marginal energy costs and annual demand charges, which were also 
used to calculate amma energy displacement value and generation capacity value. 

PNM maintains a 0.98 power factor correction policy at the distribution substation. PV with 
line-commutated invertem which, require vars wouldincur a penalty. Line-commutated PV was 
assumed to be designed for 0.9 power factor. Self-commutatedPV would not incur this penalty and _ 
possibly would obtain a benefit if appropriate utility var control were incorporated in its design. The 
cost of fmed or switched shunt capacitors for power factor correction for PNM was assumed to be 
$12/kvar. 

This study considerssmall PV penetration levels compared with the total P.NI’vi system load. 
Thus, for this study PNM supplied estimated future hourly incremental (marginal) energy values on ./ i. .._.ss.+A-.__III 
a monthly basis for on-peak, and off-peak’time periods through the year 2012, which were used to 
calculate the energy displacement value-for PV,, ,A&&$$, fuel costs were-assumed@ increase,at 
8% per year. In 1998, the incremental energy costs ranged from a high of 24.9 mills/kWh during 
on-peak periods to a low .of 21.8 mills/kWb during off-peak periods. . .-. -r_ .* - e*“. ,..*.*~-x ‘*‘“mI.w 

In this study, capacity rating for PV was determined by observing kW demand reduction 
during the summer peak load period. PV output correlates well. with @e,Pw system summer peak 
load shape, which peaks in the early afternoon (Pig. 6.4). A capacity rating of 85% of the nameplate 
PV kW was used~for f&.&orientation PV. ,- ““.rn i..A+w%~*.~ ightly h@er,than the rating ,used in the “. ‘. . 
SCE case study, reflecting the higher solar insolation, in, Albuquerque. 

The magnitude of the annual. $/kW-year capacity value was based on the projected annual 
cost of a combustion,.rrbine, which in 1998 dollars is assumed to be $118.56/kW-year. - -‘ _, . _. -I.- _.“I_ i6WS/~.. -.l”‘m.r.n_*B”.. _, “.._^ .~.‘a ._..,. ,,.,.-A,” ,1” ~. __ 

No transm.ission.,~,efits were available. Hence no transmission benefits were calculated ” ..^ *se*-..--- -. e*..,s. w.a..as~~~,..%ln”,~~**~~ ?.. ,__j.. --~A” -*‘I-. +. .,, x_j_^ .,. L c.,<,.;;.,., ..y. 
for PNM. 

Environmental externalities are not presently included in PN?YI planning studies. Hence, _ “x.~-.-x .“-9~.uuX 
potential enviromnenml extemalitie=ot included.in the i.*re ~.~.w”we*A “-L-~.M~~~*ww*~*~~ 
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Fig. 6.4. PNM summer peak day load shape. 

6.4 BENEFIT-COST RESULTS 

Residential lot sizes on the PNM system typically vary from l/8 to l/6 acre. Coincident 
peak demands on the PNM system are typically about 2-3 kVA per house, and 10 to 12 houses are 
served by a 25-kVA distribution transformer. This configuration was used to represent a residential 
secondary system for the distribution loss calculations in this study. 

A representative PNM distribution primary system would consist of three 4-mile feeders 
with standard 397-kcmil conductors connected to a 22.~MVA transformer, and with several lateral 
taps, consisting of l/O conductors, which serve local commercial and residential customers. Using 
PNM distribution design criteria, a second 22.4~MVA transformer would be added when the primary 
system peak load reached approximately 15 MW, as discussed earlier. 

PNM supplied load shape data for feeders primarily serving commercial loads, primarily 
serving residential loads, and serving a mix of commercial and residential loads. The resulting 
summer commercial, mixed commercial and residential, and residential load shapes are shown in 
Fig. 6.5,6.6 and 6.7 respectively. The commercial load shape correlates well with PV output. The 
residential load shape peak is too late in the evening to correlate well with PV output. 

Adding 3 MW of distributed fixed-orientation PV to the representative PNM distribution 
primary system serving a peak load of 15 MW, with the representative commercial load shape, 
reduces the annual peak load about 2 MW. This reduction could defer the addition of a second 22.4- 
MVA transformer for 5 years assuming a load growth rate of 2.5%. If the distribution system had 
the mixed commercial and residential load shape, the peak load reduction would be about 800 kW, 
deferring the second transformer addition for 2 years rather than 5 years. If the system had the 
residential load shape, the second transformer could not be deferred. 

Table 6.5 presents potential benefits and costs for the distribution system (three feeders), 
assuming the commercial load shape and providing 3 MW of distributed fixed-orientation PV. In 
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this case, total combined PV benefits are $2284/kW and the benefit-cost ratio is .3 1.. If three large 
1 MW PV plants were located at the ends of the feeders rather ,than distributed throughout the feeders, *e distribution loss benefits increase ai;;3iut~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~bled to 
6 Mw, the peak reduction is only about’2.‘..~~‘resui~~~.~~.~~~former ~~f~rriil of 6 yeafs ra*er 

than 5 years. The resulting distribution deferral benefjt,for,this case, is Sl-J$/k,W ,vs. $3-14&W, 
resulting in significantly less benefit on, a.$/kW basis. In this case, fured-orientation PV IS expected 
to be cost-effective on the PNM system when the PV capital investment plus O&M is less than the - ._B” .--m. x _ . . . . ̂ _^y-I^ ,_ .-.,_ 
combined $2284/kW benefits. 

Table 6.5. Benefit and cost rtyd$-commercial load shape, 
3 MW of distributed feed-orie&tiog”Pv ‘ . 

.,.I “, _ ..,. “,.“‘,-” ..__. I _._ i”_l_ /i_ _ ;:;-p~ $” j I.. .e, ., 
$kW 

. “.. _.” .., .,,. /_,/_l ,*g\, i,) _., :<- j 
cost 

.“” * < ,?%z$~ ~,““~~,~~i,~~~~~~~~~~ “+w~*~~r*~fJ+awg: ,;a< .-‘:A : I / * ; ‘,, 

Capital investment 26,268,838 7,070 /-,, 
Operating cost 73 8,849 199 
Total cost 27,007,687 7,269 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 1,167,864 314 
Distribution losses 112,613 30 
Voltage regulation -15,715 -4 
Generation capacity 4,108,796 1,106 
Energy displacement value 3,114,443 838 
Total benefits 8,489,566 2,284 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 0.31 
8 

.- I ,_ - ..-+ _ ,l. - i--‘~‘.-z”,.~ L .v^ .“. ./^._ .i_ b... ̂,i , 
Present WON of Fyue requtnments 

.-_“,_ -.-_ /(,“_l_” .,_e. aI j.l ‘l_l, ^_ 

l.oO- 

p.u. 
0.40 -- 

12 3 4 5 6.7 8 91011121 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112 

Hour of Day 

./ _,^ __ 
-- Sumner Peak Day .--+-- Avg. Sumner ---+-- Avg. Sumner 

Workday Weekend 

Fig. 6.5. Representative commercial !oad shapes. 
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Fig. 6.6. Representative mixed commercial and residential load shapes. 
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Fig. 6.7. Representative residential load shapes 

presents potential benefits and costs for the distribution system assuming the mixed commercial and 
residential load shape. In this case, total combined PV benefits are $2129/kW and the cost-benefit 
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ratio is 0.29. If @ee large I-MW PV plants were located at the ends of the feeders rather than 
If the - _C^ . ,“. ..Al”..d 2% ~~-~.cn~u.~~ri*r.~;” “, .,, x distributed throughout the feeders, the distribution loss&n&its would &crease about $9/kW. 

PV penetration were dout&d to 6 MW, the peak reduction \?rquld&e_ &out 1.1 MW, resulting in a ^ ” . ../. Ix”. . . . “.., . .._-_ 
transformer deferral of 3 years rather than 2 years. The resulting distribution deferral benefit for this 
case is $lOl/kW vs $14O/kW, resulting in significantly less benefit on a $/kW basis. In this case, 
fixed-orientation, PV is expected to be cost-effective on the PN&l system when the PV capital 
investment plus O&M is leg?. t&~ ,Qe c~q,~jne~,$;! @9fl<w benefits. ->.,**aa**lre”- a-*. ,,.r_lb a,. ,. _ 

Table 6.6. Benefit and gqqt resu1.e - .‘._ ,. 
mixed commqqjal aguj residential load @ape, id “‘* 

3 MSV of distributed fmed-orientation PV -*a **c.bws..wI,d.- ..-%-~h-L~-s~ )rpx **** h<,, /. / ). 

Capital investment 26,268,838 7,070 
Operating cost 738,849 199 
Total cost 27,007,6?37 7,269 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 521,351 140 
Distribution losses 182,316 49 
Voltage regulation -15,715 -4 
Generation capacity 4,108,796 1,106 
Energy displacement 3,114,443 838 
Total benefits 7,911;192 2,129 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 039 
’ present worth pfn+$& riiquiremint.5 . ‘” 

_ I,,, a.,. .?.> .c ._,, _,:*., _,_ ., ._ 

Table 6.7 presents potential benefits and co@ for the distribution system assuming the ._ A., u.~,n..-,ir*r^ir~~“~aCu,,, 
residential load shape. In this case, total combined PV benefits we $2~09/kw and the cost-benefit 
ratio is 0.28. If three large 1 MW PV plants were located.at the ends of.& feeders rather than ,, .lY (I. _<Xr-o-lw,. “A^.- ,_/_ /_“_jl_L(.. ,*“&. I / 
distributed throughout the feeders, the distribution loss benef$s would increase about $1 O/kW. 

If the distributed PV is assumgd to ,be,added rnodularly during the distribution facility *- _i <. a *I”.“* iLi*x,ibit*** 
deferral period, the resulting combined benefits can be larger and the PV costs can be lower. Table 
6.8 demonstra@s $h~se results for the comm~ial load shape with the PV additions spread over the . . -1 .,c x*.x.-L,. -~.A_ *.A”” .“-h _‘ ,*l,*,.*p,_b &,.+“+A _,“~ ,,-, ‘ 
5 years. The resulting total combined benefits iq,ae+sF to $2297/kW, the total PV costs reduce to 
$7 188/kW, and the resulting benefit-cost ratio is 0.32. 

If the load in the distribution system grows at 1% rather than at 2.5%, distribution system 
benefits can be enhanced fi@hq. &Su_njng 1% load growth, the second transformer addition can 
be deferred 12 years rather than 5 years. Table 6.9 presents the benefit and cost results assuming 
that the PV is added mo@larly over the 12-year period. In this case, the resulting total combined 
benefits increase to $2723/kW, the total PV costs reduce to $7003/kW, and the resulting benefit-cost 
ratio is 0.39. 

t 
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Table 6.7. Benefit and cost results-residential load shape, 
3 MW of distributed fmed-orientation PV 

cost 
Capital investment 
Operating cost total cost 
Total Cost 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Generation capacity 
Energy displacement 
Total benefits 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
’ Present worth of revenue requirements 

PWRR” SlkW ., 

26,268,838 7,070 
738,849 199 

27,007,687 7,269 

0 0 
259,539 70 
-15,715 -4 

4,108,796 1,106 
3,114,443 838 
7,467,063 2,009 

0.28 

Table 6.8. Benefit and cost results--commercial load shape, 
modular PV additions 

PWRR$” $fkW 
cost 

Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Generation capacity 
Energy displacement 
Total benefits 

23,346,793 6,995 
645,966 194 

23,992,759 7,188 

1,167,864 350 
100,166 30 
-12,904 -4 

3,592,266 1,076 
2,820,741 845 
7,668,133 2,297 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
’ Present worth of revenue requirements 

032 ,. - . ../ ,_., 

As in the SCE case study, two-axis tracking PV increases the PNM system benefits, but not 
by nearly as much as the $12OO/kW PV cost increase. 
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Table 6.9 Benefit and cost, r~sults-zommercia1 load shape, I ..~../.r. ,x3. _C,~/L ,, w,m_ .“~ #,b\(.m*v‘i 
modular PV additiqnwjoyv, ! % growth 

. coii.~.~ _ _I. *a _ _ rL-\s..4rr*.n,UU.il-~‘.~~~*.;~~* ~,~~~~,~~~,,r~.~;~~~~.,~~,,~.~~“~~~~~’~~~~~~~,,,~~ !,~ 

Capital investment 19,053,003 6,820 
Operating cost 512,182 183 
Totid co!?- _ . . ._ ._ . _. I. ._ _ 1 ._ ._ _“,1 ,!??!!i!!!! :?“-? 1,. 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 2,366,174 847 
Distribution losses 43,225 15 
Voltage regulation -9,456 -3 
Generation capacity 2,848,287 1,020 
Energy displacement 2,358,483 ^., 
Total benefits 7,606,713 2:$3 

l 
. 
” 

7. 0 

0 

0 

0 

e 

0 

Distributed fixed-orientation PV installed in slow (1%) growing PNM suburban distribution _ --“F*- -as+=, * *1w -A*urle+~m*-“%e>~*,*** *. ^ _- /_“. .” ;, 1 j ,, I . 
systems can attain.,,bnefi@ approaching $28OOkW when the PV ii hi&lied modulmly, -1. (ll.--“-il ..LII^I.*LIIIIXI __._,. xWr.,r ,.,** 
resulting in a benefit-cost ratio.,ofO.39. -.*a*.- ..,.. .- . ..._.” . ..” “^_.&.,_ __ ,. _i_ _,._*__I .),., _,X I 

PNM benefii do-not include potential transmission benefits, which were not available for “.‘ . .._ .i,_ ” .,, I_.*m>.aL 
this study. If transm~~~~~nefits were included it, is expected that the total combined ;_I. - I _-” . “s-- ..“. ,... *.. ,“S , .* y_*~e,>. ,), -.. 
benefits woujd-be about the same as for SCE. ; . . “..“a. “a, ‘“-rra~.ui~.~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~.~~.~~~, .r#apm>*: “,%**<&*.,ii; sm Il-,.&Gi _ 

PV output has excellent time~&&y correlation witfi~P~~.sumIner peak day commercial 
load shapes, as well as with the,total,~~,,@em load. PNMstunmer peak day residential 
loads peak too late in the. day for good PV correlation.. . -. 

Distributed or,w--scale PV.applications will result in,.$e highest benefits when installed i *‘.. *...“*- d-L* 
in PNh4 distribution systems containing primarily commercial loads. ..- ...~.?.“.-+** 

Battery storage is not expected to be needed to bath up PV to attain distribution deferral 
benefits because of the excellent time-of-day correlafion between PV output and PNM load ^ i.“Cw._**.e ~~-~~~-~~~,~. I (,. x z _- I ,s,,_ ._ ̂  .__ __ 
shape. 

If the lO%H2K 
increase about $500 e ass.unpttons m 

PV capital investment plus O&km %% ^, ;< _ ” 
an economically viable resource for the applications that were evaluated. 
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7. GEORGIA POWER COMPANY 

This section presents the results of the Georgia Power Company (GPC) case study. GPC 
distribution system and design practices are described. Representative PV performance 
characteristics in the GPC service area are described. Various GPC quantified benefits are described 
and pertinent assumptions are discussed. The case study results are then presented and summarized 
for the GPC system. 

7.1 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN PRACTICES 

GPC uses numerous different transmission voltages throughout its system, including 46 kV, 
69 kV, 115 kV and 230 kV. Bulk power transmission is at 230 and 500 kV. 

A variety of substation designs have been used; however, the typical current standard in 
suburban areas consists of one or two three-phase transformers rated 22.4 and 56 MVA FOA 65C. 
GPC design practice is to load such a transformer to 110% of its nameplate rating under normal 
conditions. Under emergency conditions, loading may go as high as 130% of nameplate. Most large 
transformers are equipped with LTCs, and the small transformers use individual circuit voltage 
regulators, generally. Typically, three circuits are fed from one substation transformer. 

Peak loads occur during the summer; refrigerated air conditioning is a significant part of the 
system peak load. Winter peaks are almost as high as summer peaks. 

New customers with connected loads of 900 kW or more have the option of choosing service 
either from GPC or from any Georgia municipality (“MEAG”) or REA agency. 

The distribution system is designed in conformance with the National Electric Safety Code. 
GPC uses two different voltages, 12.47 kV and 24.9 kV, both built to the same construction standard 
to the extent possible. Thus, new 12.47 kV lines have the benefits of overinsulation (in an area 
subject to high lightning incidence levels), and later conversion of such lines to 24.9 kV is relatively 
straightforward. The GPC system is also designed to be able to carry the load of most substations 
from lines sourced from adjacent substations. Circuits are designed to be able to carry up to 600 A. 
Standard overhead conductor sizes are l/O, 397 kcmil, and 750 kcmil ACSR. 

The GPC system is designed for a maximum of 3% primary voltage drop. Field voltage 
regulators are installed on few lines. GPC also has established a voltage flicker limit of 6%, in 
addition to the steady state voltage drop standard. Its uncorrected power factor is approximately 
85%. Shunt capacitors are applied for power factor correction, aimed at achieving 97% (lagging) 
power factor at the substation low-voltage bus. GPC participates in an agreement whereby all 
participants are required to maintain at least 93% power factor on their transmission systems. 
Distribution voltage capacitors are not generally installed inside substations. Reclosers are used 
extensively, to minimize areas affected by faults. Typically, three sets of (three) single-phase 
reclosers are used on a circuit. 

GPC’s practice is to install only one GPC circuit per pole line to minimize the number of 
customers affected by a fault. However, because of the large number of municipalities and other 
competing agencies that share service territory, many pole lines carry more than one circuit. 

Underground construction is used mainly in urban areas. Most feeders are overhead; new 
underground-served developments are served via underground dips from overhead lines. 
Underground service to new residential developments is straightforward, using pad-mounted 
transformers and directly buried cable. All low-voltage distribution secondary system cable is either 
l/O or 4/O, installed as individual services only. No secondary systems are used. Primary cable size 
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is either l/O or 1000 kcmil A!.~ ,TJre standard cable insulation is 260 mil crosslinked polyethylene, x 4” :~“.,r.“::.:-~~~.~~~.“.~~,.~~ . ..yy...;\*;.‘<*. (. i ,*,,a ,-/ “e * m * 1~,*,“51p”, 
in keeping with their policy of con~~~~~~~‘~~~-‘~~‘~a~d sy*m. 

A summary of GPC’s distribution design practices is presented in Table 7.1. 

Table 7.1. GPC distribution design practices 

L 

Substation: 

Transmission voltage 
Minimum number of incoming lines 
S~~ci -sfom~ sizk . __ I__, 
Normal operating l&uit 

22 4 33,46.7,56 MVA, FOA, 65OC . _ __ . 9. _ _,. ^,-,. 1 1o% 

Emergency operating limit 130% 
Standard transformer bank size 22.4,33,46.7,56 MVA Minimum n.berof Ggf6-..e _, 

Maxinuun substat@ :~~,:‘:,‘:I:,.:,‘,. ,- ” (2) 56 MVff’s typically 
Voltage regulation individual circuh regulators. 
Maximum short circuit duty 10,000 A 
Substation capacitors? no 
Peak load characteristic summer _ y _ ,” 

Circuit design: - ‘ ..,. _, , . , “. .,: 
Voltage 

,. i’2;;iii kv, 2. kv‘ iii;d is & 

Power factor correction goal 97% at peak,substation bus. 
Comply with NESC? 
Peak design load 600A - cf&rry load 

from adjacent substation circuits 
Ties with adjacent circuits 
Field voltage regulation practices 
Tapped transformers? 
Design transformer loading 
Average transformer loading 
Design voltage criteria 
Design voltage drop 
Flicker voltage drop criteria 

Yes 
capacitors and a few pole mounted regulators 

No 
to 125% of nameplate 

114-126 V 
<3% 
6% 

Maximum ntqrberof 
Typical primary conductor sizes 

-*:. / : t.* . . “hi.“.? ,, ” ,;&% ;;; dG-,L%.6”.~%. ..,. ., : 

in street right-of-way 
Typical primary conductor sizes l/O, 1,000 kcmil 
Secondary & service conducmrsizes : l/O 4/O no secondaries 
Primary cable insulation 

3 260 mil clp 

Switching equipment L.B. Elbows, man/auto switcbmg cubicles 
and vacuum switches 

d 
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7.2 PV PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the GPC case study were based on SOLMET data 
for Atlanta. This site is representative of expected solar insolation in the GPC service area. Table 
7.2 presents a summary of expected annual performance for a lo-m2 PV system rated at 1 kW, 
assuming fured-orientation at the site latitude of 33.70, and assuming two-axis tracking. The fixed- 
orientation PV system capacity factor is about l&2%, and the capacity factor of the two-axis 
tracking PV system is about 23.3%. Monthly performance for the two PV system configurations 
is presented in Fig. 7.1. 

250 

-1 

Table 7.2. Ten square meter, 1-kW PV at Atlanta, Georgia 

Configuration 

Fixed tilt 33.7 O 

Two-axis tracking 

Annual capacity 
factor (%) 

18.2 

23.3 

JAN FEB 
ii 

.NN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 

n Fiid Tilt q Two Axk Tracking 

Fig. 7.1. PV system monthly performance per kW. 

,r 

Figure 7.2 shows the hourly performance for the fixed-orientation I-kW PV system for the 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in April and June. In April, when the 
solar insolation is high, the PV system can attain l-kW output. In June, during high solar insolation 
periods, the PV can provide fairly high levels of kW output. However, the average monthly output 
in both June and April is relatively low compared with SCE and PNM. It seems clear from this 
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information that, for many days, PV output will not correlate wi@ system daily peak loads during 
the summer peak season. 

1.0 

0.9 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 ,19 20 21 22 23 24 

Hour of Day 

_ _^__ _,i,^\ .~ __.. <” ,- _ . j . ,,. 
_c_ ApricAvg. _t_ April-Peak - Ame-Avg. i Lne-Peek 

_ ; ‘i i .;:.:., : 

Fig. 7.2. Fixed-orientation PV daily output per kW. 

Figure 7.3 shows the corresponding hourly performance for t&.twq+xis,hracking 1-kW PV 
system for April and June. This figure shows that two-axis tracking provides somewhat better PV 
performance, However, average monthly performance for the two-&s tq&ing PV is still low 
compared with SCE and PNM. Again, even with two-axis tracking, it’s likely that on many days PV 
performance will not correlate wi$, daijy peak loads during the summer peak season. -. 

0.8 

D.6 
3 
A 0.4 

0.2 

0.0 
1 ‘2. 3 *’ a=*‘“5-“1”7’- B 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

-, 
Hour of Day 

Fig. 7.3. Two-axis $r+cking PV daily output per kW. 
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Discussions with GPC personnel and review of the wind atlas indicated that poor wind 
resources can be expected in the GPC service area, and no wind data were available. Thus WT was 
not evaluated for GPC in this study. 

7.3 ASSUMPTIONS AND BENEFITS QUANTIFIED 

The following assumptions were obtained from interaction with GPC distribution engineers 
and planning personnel. They are compatible with financial assumptions and cost estimates used 
by GPC in early 1993. General fmancial assumptions used for the GPC case study are listed in 
Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3. GPC financial assumptions 

Parameter Assumption 

Discount rate 

Levelized fixed charge rate - all CI 

Escalation rate 

9.3% 

12.6% 

3.7% 

The following benefits were quantified in the GPC case study: 

0 distribution losses, 
l voltage regulation and power factor correction, 
e generation capacity, 
0 energy displacement value, 
a transmission capacity, and 
0 transmission losses. 

Relative distribution losses with and without renewable energy sources were calculated 
hourly for work days and weekend days in each month. The annual cost of losses was then 
determined using appropriate marginal energy costs and annual demand charges, which were also 
used to calculate annual energy displacement value and generation capacity value. 

GPC maintains a 0.97 power factor correction policy at the distribution substation. PV with 
line-commutated inverters which require vars would incur a penalty. Line-commutated PV was 
assumed to be designed for 0.9 power factor. Self-commuted PV would not incur this penalty and 
possibly would obtain a benefit if appropriate utility var control were incorporated in its design. The 
cost of fixed or switched shunt capacitors for power factor correction for GPC was assumed to be 
$6lkvar. 

This study considers small PV penetration levels compared with the total GPC system load. 
Thus, for this study GPC supplied estimated future hourly marginal energy values for summer and 
winter season on-peak, and off-peak time periods, which were used to calculate energy displacement 
value for PV. In 1998, the marginal energy costs ranged from 37.53 mills/kWh during on-peak 
periods to 2 1.72 mills/kWh during off-peak periods. These marginal energy costs varied throughout 
the 30-year study period. Seasonal on-peak and off-peak marginal costs were supplied through 
2003. After 2003, the marginal energy costs were escalated at 5.25%, which is 1.5% above the 
assumed inflation rate of 3.7%. 
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The generation.@pacity rating for PV was assumed ~.be.600/o,~lofnameplate PV.kW. This 
factor was determined by observing average PV performance during the daily GPC system summer 
peak load periods. GPC summer daily load shapes are shown in Fig. 7.4. 

1.00, 

0.60 -- 

0.60 
p.u. 

0.40 

0.20 -- 

0.00, ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; : ; ; ; I I I I I I I I I I 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 10 11 12 

Hour of Day 
. I. *j ..-, - I_ ._ II. ,_I _^.,,., _^._ “1_/ I.,.. ~=I ‘ ,. .“._“_. ” 

__t_ Sumner Peak Day __t_ Avg. Sumner ---+--- Avg. Sumner 
Workday Weekend 

Fig. 7.4. GPC summer daily load shapes. 
. 1 

The magnitude of the annual capacity value was based on the projected annual cost of a GPC 
combuti~on turbine, which in 1998 dollars is assumed to be $42.75/kW-year. This value was then ,I /.,. I,*) .., _. ,._-. __ , ^ ,” 
escalated at 3.7% throughout the study period. 

Transmission system benefits were derived from GPC-supplied general transmission system 
assumptions used in integrated resource planning studies, comparing demand side and supply-side 
resources in early 1993. The general transmission capital investment cost,assumption was $120 per . . .>-. ..a-._ . ..--. 
kW in 1993 dollars. Transmission system losses were assumed to be 5.6% of the annual energy _ .- <-aI_ _, ,.n_*e- ^ 
displacement value. 

Distribution f&ccti.y defer&l benefits we@ not included. The PV performance data do not x , _ ..-“ae‘w*.“.a*r-nns;rr,*kl~ 
appear to correlate we!1 with the time of annual feeder peaks, which may be just as likely to occur I “,- .XS”.. 6,-o .Ij ?.~.ir-Nlii~~,“~~~~~~~~~~~‘~, ,* on cloudy days 85 on sunny days in the GPC Service area. “’ r-‘-~*~’ ~ “I*’ “rudha- _ *“+m* i~‘rtli;r a_i, _/L i I._ L 

Environmental e?$er@ities are not presently included ‘in GPC planning studies. Hence, .>~ “‘e*-.** * A l*>““&i 
potential environmental externality benefits are not m6luded in the GPC,benefit calculations. -. I - **,a .a” .h ” “*iii*ca~“*,.e& .--.‘+bx .- 1 ., “_. ,. ,” _ ,” 

Typically, the distribution sxondl system would consist of a distribution transformer 
serving four to eight houses on quarter-acre lots. Each house would have its own service rather than -i .__ x_*~-~_YI~,~~.,~/~.yll<~,~,~, 
using a common secondary system. Distribution secondary losse~h~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~.f~~ this i ..-1 _._ ,.,. ~vaAe‘>~l_u 
study. 

A representative 12-kV suburban primary system would consist of a 22.4-MVA transformer 
serving two or three 5-mite feeders. The feeders would consist of overhead construction using 397 
kcmil or 750 kcmil conductors a$‘wouid $nm~<:severai‘ lateral taps seri;ing ‘residential and “hi%_ _,_,.__ .” 
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commercial customers. For this study, the representative suburban distribution system was assumed 
to contain two feeders loaded to 600 A or about 11 MW each. 

Table 7.4 presents the potential benefits and costs for the representative suburban 
distribution system with 397-kcmil conductors assuming 10% fixed-orientation distributed PV 
penetration (2.2 MW). In this case, total combined PV benefits are $1033/kW and the benefit cost- 
ratio is 0.14. If the feeder conductor size is 750 kcmil, loss benefits are reduced from $62/kW to 
$37/kW, resulting in a small reduction in benefits. If PV penetration is increased to 20%, the 
resulting loss benefit is only reduced from $62/kW to $6O/kW. In this case, fixed-orientation PV 
is expected to be cost effective on the GPC system when the PV capital investment plus O&M is less 
than the combined $1033/kW benefits. 

Table 7.4 Benefit and cost results-suburban distribution system, 
10% fmed-orientation PV penetration 

PWRR$” SlkW 
cost 

Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Transmission capacity 
Transmission losses 
Generation capacity 
Energy displacement value 
Total benefits 

20,002,775 7,070 
370,788 131 

20573,563 7201 

176,408 62 
- 5,966 -2 

244,285 86 
89,78 1 32 
815,664 288 

1,603,224 567 
2,923g395 1,033 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
a Present worth of revenue requirements. 

0.14 

A representative long overhead 12-kV rural feeder may be 11.5 miles long, with the first two 
miles containing 397 kcmil ACSR, and the rest containing l/O ACSR. The peak demand on the 
feeder would be about 6.5 MW. 

Table 7.5 presents the potential benefits and costs for the long rural feeder assuming a l- 
MW PV plant is installed near the end of the feeder. In this case, total combined PV benefits are 
$1124/kW and the benefit-cost ratio is 0.16. The resulting loss benefit of $154/kW is significantly 
larger than the suburban feeder loss benefit. This larger benefit occurs because of the longer feeder 
length and smaller l/O conductor size. In this case, fixed-orientation PV is expected to be cost- 
effective on the GPC system when the PV capital investment plus O&M is less than the combined 
$1124/kW benefits. 

Two-axis tracking PV increases the GPC system benefits somewhat, but not nearly as much 
as the assumed $12OOikW PV cost increase. 

n 
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. .)1.._., , I "I ."_. (I 1x_"e, ..>l%:j_b__lze..,l pmy.. ,_ /i:. .., $Kewe" : . . .._ *, 

- . x_ I * ,_l ~ .- , .a ;__._* *_ ,,.,. .̂  ,_ Ll_.., ? " ,__ 

cost .' '_ 

Capital investment 8,913,964 7,070 
Operating cost 165,235 131 
Total cost 9,079,199 7301 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 194,632 154 
Voltage regulation -4,489 -4 
Transmission capacity 108,862 86 
Transmission losses 4q,oo9 32 
Generation capacity 363,490 288 
Energy displacement 714,449 567 
Total benefits 1,416,923 1,124 

a 
P 

7.5 CASE STUDY C,ONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS j .-., .,-->a. 1 ̂,. Sk”_ . l”,. ‘,,/ ,_, _I(,. 8, ),,. , L, i Y _.l..l._ ,*. , . 

l 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Some conclusions and observations resulting from this case study are as follows: / I/. I .i ” .,_. .: 

WT was not evaluated for GPC, as poor wind resources can be expected in the GPC service 
area. 

PV output has poor correlation with GPC sum~mer peak day load shapes, as peak days are 
likely to occur on cloudy days as well as sunny days. 

Fixed-orientation PV installed in GPC suburban distribution systems can attain benefits of .._, “y_, .,,_ __ 
approximately $1033/kW, resulting in a benefit-cost ratio of 0.14. 

Fixed-orientation PV installed in GPC long rural distribution systems can attain benefits of 
approximately $1124/i;ir;i; &uh&gma benefit-cost ratio of 0.16. 

Two-axis and single-axis tracking increases both PV benefits and costs. For the 
assumptions in the GPC case study, incremental benefits are expected to be significantly 
less than the incremental PV capital investment for two-axis or single-axis tracking. 

If the 10% PV EPACT investment tax credit was ava@ab!e, to GPC, the PV benefits would 
increase about $SOO/kW for the assumptions in this study. 

PV capital investment plus O&M must be less, than the above benefits before PV becomes .^.~ ..,. 11,.,.- _.,s_. __” y _+ ,_., l.l ,L__‘__xl _,_, _i _q~_“I_ --, ,__-_ ,. ” 
an economically viable resource for the applications that were evaluated. 
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0 Battery storage is sure to be needed to back up PV to attain distribution deferral benefits, 
because of the poor correlation between solar insolation and load. Transportable battery 
storage, which is used in several applications and the battery costs allocated appropriately, 
may be a cost-effective option for distribution facility deferral. 
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8. FLORIDA POWER AND LIGHT ..,.. 

This section presents the results.of the Florida Power & Light ,(JP&L) case study. FP&L . -. . --/ ..,,_,-. e&.iru-*~a&&c+fi~, 
distribution system and design practices are described. Representative’ PV” “performance 
characteristics in the.FP&L service area are described. Various FP&L quantified benefits are -,_. 11_ /-. ..z %,__/i ” : _. ,__ :-;. __.. , 
described and pertinent assumptions are discussed. 

. ,:.._ ,:’ _-. ,-y.^ . .._ “.z”a 
The &se study results are then-presented and 

summarized for the FP&L system. 

Y 

FP&L uses 13 8 kV as its predominant transmission voltage. It does not operate any portions 
of their system as subtransmission. 

Substation design generally consists of two three-phase transformers served by a looped 
incoming transmission line, each transformer then feeding up to three individually regulated 
distribution lines.; Standard @nsfo.rmer sizes are 30,45, and 56 MVA. Normal peak loading is 67% of nameplate. A faulted transform~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~:~~~~~.~e~~~-~~~~o~~~~~~~~~~ high-side 

I.,. ;*a_ _“_,v ” .,.(***I ..“~*?%.&.b”“.>l.wm”w 
switches and distribution voltage disconnects. The FP&L design standard is to limit contingency 
overloads on the,,remain.ng transformer to no more ,than !OP/o,of,~~~ep!?te rating. A recent 
innovation has been lace a bidei unit within 
approximately 2 hours, ‘~@iiiitthg higher 
substation loading under normal conditions. 

FP&z, limim,s_lii on its distribution system to 6700 A three-phase 
and 4000 A phase-to-ground. The limiting is done using’ of‘hu~~~~ance’transformers (typically 
12-14%) and adding reactors where necessary. 

FP&L considers its system to be summer peaking, although short-durationegly morning 
winter peaks usually occur that technically exceed summer values. .l. ,“,__ _ ._. .T!E system design 
accommodates the wjr@ overloads within the tolerances established for summer loading. Most ,,_.. I., ,., 1_ u.,. *-;-.” 6.. “; -“,+,+*2,4v.ze homes in the service tetitiw ‘m all~el&.c, ‘since ~~~~~-~~,,.is’~~~~...available .to domestic 

customers, Most system load is residential, with refrigerated air conditi,otjng. Homes are generally 
approximately 1000 ff and 2 In-ton air conditioners are the most.com.monly encountered size. 

Two distribution voltages are in use, ~~~~/13_2’ic~~~~~~~~~~ ne &me general I., A.*.“.>- .,,.-. _..* c.‘“.msw.i 
construction standards are used for both voltages. The 13.2 kV system is by far the larger; while the x-*..“i- ” .- /..-. -,“a. .,,, ~.~s.*~~**~&& ,eirn. 
22.9-kV system is specifically applied in residential areas to defer construction. of new substations. .” *. * . . . . i.* .,..,._ . - _ 
Feeders are typically constructed using 568 kcmil AAAC-conductor. Laterals are fused and, -2 “,.,.>.%” s li ̂  .I,d”?V/ /_U>W‘%, ,.,. _) ,a<f4:w#M&~{~~&, _‘ 
underground branch lines are generally constructed of l/O aluminum conductor with crosslinked ..~1.,*^-_I-W.~,.“,I.~,“~ 4* g./_.*v *__ ,., -, _ 
polyethylene insulation. Insulation thickness is 175 mils for 13-kV cable and 275 mils for 23-kV _, 
usage. 

Voltage regulation standards have been established. by the Florida Public Service 
Commission which provide for utilization voltage to be 120 V f 5%. FP&L also has an internal -+iXn-i-,-.._>.tl I_ 
standard requiring that voltage flicker be less than 5%. This requirement has the effect of limiting 
overall voltage drop on the distribution system. 

FP&L’s power factor correction goal is to achieve a power factor of 98.75% at the substation . .--w.,., ^. ..* 
low-side bus. Most capacitors are radio-controlled switched units controlled by the system 
dispatcher, who coordinates the stitching with field personnel. Very few substation capacitors are 
USd. 

New construction is 75% underground and 25% overhead. At present the overall system 
ratio is 48% underground and 52% overhead. I ,. 
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Underground construction consists entirely of cables installed in polyvinyl duct (since 
1985). Main line cables are 1000 kcmil, and laterals are l/O. Switching is generally accomplished 
with S&C PMH-9 or -11 air-insulated switches. 

Distribution transformers are installed for initial loading at 120% of nameplate, and 
replacements are made when loading reaches 200%. Loading is monitored by a transformer load 
management system. 

A summary of FP&L’s distribution design practices is presented in Table 8.1. 

Table 8.1. FP&L distribution design practices 

Snbstation: 
Subtransmission voltage 
Minimum number of incoming lines 
Standard transformer size 
Normal operating limit 
Emergency operating limit 
Standard transformer bank size 
Minimum number of transformers 
Maximum substation size 
Voltage regulation 
Maximum short circuit duty 
Substation capacitors? 
Peak load characteristic 

Circuit design: 
Voltage 
Power factor correction goal 
Comply with NESC? 
Peak design load 
Ties with adjacent circuits 

Field voltage regulation practices: 
Tapped transformers? 
Desrgn transformer loading 
Average transformer loading 
Design voltage criteria 
Design voltage drop 
Flicker voltage drop criteria i 
Circuit protection practices: 
Extensive use of field reclosers? 
Fused laterals? 

Overhead lines: 
Maximum number of circuits per pole line 
Typical primary conductor sizes 
Secondary dz service conductor sizes 

Underground lines: 
Installation method, residential 
Installation method, feeders 
Typical primary conductor sizes 
Secondary & service conductor sizes 
Primary cable insulation 
Switching equipment 

138 kV 

30,45,526 MVA 
67% 
130% 

30,45,56 MVA 

’ 112&A 
1 phase circuit regulators. 

6700 A 3-phase ,400O A to ground 
IlO 

summer 

_.. 
13.2 kV, 22.9 kV 

88.75% at 13 kV bus 
yes 

12 MVA 
yes 

not s ecified 
12& initial 
not specified 
114-126 V 

5% 
5% 

.” , .” ^^ ./, 

yneoS 

not specified 
586 kcmil AAAC 

not specified 

% 
l/O, 1000 kcmil AL 

not specified 
ClP 
air 

Unique concerns: 
no gas distribution in state 

. 
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8.2 PV PERFORMANCE -c~!%$!‘!c?, 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the FP&L case study were based on SOLMET data 
for Miami. This site is representative of expected solar insolation in the FP&L service -area. Table 
8.2 presents a summary of expected ammal performance for a 10 m* PV system rated at 1 kW, 
assuming fixed-orientation at the site latitude of 25.8O, and assuming two-axis tracking. The fixed- WV.. ““_‘.-_“““,d. __ c___ .,,.,- . ..Yl .._SX.” 
orientation PV system capacity factor is about 18.8%, andthe capaciijr factor of the two-axis 
tracking PV system is about 23.9%.-~on~ly performance for the two PV system configurations 
is presented in Fig. 8.1. 

Table 8.2. Ten square meter, 1-kW PV at Miami, 
-. .I.” - i ._ I . * .,‘. _...&.~<l*_.. “~~~~~~i”~~,-~~~~-~,~~~~~~~d~~~j*R $+&, : * I ,,^ 

Annual capacity 
Configuration factors (%) 

..- . ..- .x ” .i..“, _ ^. (^_ _” I __ “__., *. .__., cI )_ 
Fixed tilt 2U” 18.8 __,l ._ _ )_ .,” 
Two-axis tracking 23.9 

., _I .*, ” .’ 1 

250 7 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JJL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
.-s _. .- 

n Fixed Tii 0 Tllu, A& Tracking 

Fig. 8.1. PV system monthly performance per kW. 

Figure 8.2 shows the hourly performance for the fured-ori.entation 1 -kW PV system for the _ _ *XI Xl,..W”” ,r u ,.+“.‘,. .f.ll_* ,*,.<. “I 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in April and June. In April and June, 
during high solar insolation periods, the PV can provide fairly high levels of kW output. As at GPC, 
the average monthly output in both June andApril is relatively low compared with SCE and PNM. 
It seems clear from thjs information that for many days, PV output will not correlate with system ^, I .$.--.-I ^*~‘.--XI”-“‘~)^L^Xr-,,~~ 
daily peak loads during the summer peak season. 
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Fig. 8-2. Fixed-orientation PV daily output per kW. 

Figure 8.3 shows the corresponding hourly performance for the two-axis tracking 1 kW PV 
system for April and June. This figure shows that two-axis tracking provides somewhat better PV 
performance. However, the average monthly performance of the two-axis tracking PV system is still 
low compared with SCE and PNM. As at GPC, even with two-axis tracking, it is likely that on many 
days PV performance will not correlate with daily peak loads during the summer peak season. 
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Fig. 8.3. Two-axis tracking PV daily output per kW. 
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Discussions with FP&L personnel and review of the wind atlas indicated thgt,,poor wind ..I . i _ 
Sresources can be expected in the FP&L.s-vice~,uea., and no wind data wee available. Thus WT was “. ./... _m._,_ I u,,” .,) “_, 
not evaluated for FP&L in.tljs study. 

P 
- 8.3 AsSUM=KW M!!?$!i!!EEE? QUm=D 

The following assumptions were obtained from interaction with FP&L distribution engineers .’ ‘- .‘( I** -“CX--I.~,~lir..iiL”ri-l.-.~~~“.~~~~,~~”~- “““*“~~ .~ /__ -. 
and planning personnel. They are compatible with financial assumptions and cost estimates used 
by FP&L in early 1993. General financial assumptions used for the FP-&L case, sfudy are listed in 
Table 8.3. 

Escalation rate--fuel 4.5% 
* ” -““*-*JII ^(=--.*m.YI .*,I .i,.l w *~..~,-,s??inwtan. xddlil, “,&“._lM,. I#,.)“,e.,“di i” _ l” ,~-l- ,) I _ j . - 

The following benefits were quantified in the FP&L case study: ., ̂ ,L ,‘ 4;. “b.“_,~arc,,-m_~~.~~ 

l distribution losses, 
0 voltage regulation and power factor correction, 
0 generation capacity, and 
a energy displacement value. 

Relative distribution losses with and without renewable energy sources were calculated 
hourly for work days and weekend. days in each month of the’ year.’ The annual, cost@ losses was 
then determined using appropriate marginal energy costs and annual demand charges, which were i.^ L._.. _.^.I_ 
also used to calculate annual energy displacement value and generation capacity value. ,, ,‘ 

FP&L maintains a 98.73% power factor correction policy at the distribution.sub@$ion. PV 
with line commutated inverters that require vars would incur a penalty. Line-commutated PV was 
assumed to be designed for 0.9 power factor. ,gelf-commutated PV would not incur this penalty, and 
possibly would obtain a.Ulne@tflfpate utility var ,~~~~r~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~d~si~. The 
cost of fixed or switched shunt capacitors for power factor correcti.on.~for .FP&L was assum~.lto be _I *A++ ,-*~*zs&p: ,,* . 
$12/kvar. 

The study considers small PV penetration levels.compared with the total FP&L system load. 
Thus, for this study, FP&L supplied estimated future hourly marginal energy values, which were ..-... _._, _ _.“.^_ “~, 
used to calculate energy displacement value for PV _ . jj/‘...J .,_ One-,marginal energy cost was used for summer 
and winter season on-peak and off-peak and time periods throughout the year. In 1998 the marginal 
cost was 3 1.2 mills/kWh. 

The generation capacity rating for PV was assumed to be 60% of nameplate PV kW. This ,I_ *.\*%a” _ .~+-,6-,b.~.~x” 
factor was determined by observing average PV performance during the daily FP&L system summer 
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peak periods. FP&L summer daily load shapes are shown in Fig. 8.4. Note that FP&L’s daily 
summer peak occurs relatively late in the day, tending to reduce PV capacity value. 

l.OO- 
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Hour of Day 

--m--- Sumner Peak Day - Avg. Sumner - Avg. Sumner 
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Fig. 8.4. FP&L summer daily load shapes. 

The magnitude of the annual $/kW-year capacity value was based on the projected annual 
cost of a future FP&L combined cycle unit, which in 1998 dollars is assumed to cost $14 1 .85/kW- 
year. This value was then escalated at 3.8% throughout the study period. 

Distribution facility deferral benefits were not included. The PV performance data do not 
appear to correlate well with the time of annual feeder peaks, which may be just as likely to occur 
on cloudy days as on sunny days in the FP&L service area. 

No transmission benefits were available. Hence, no transmission benefits were included for 
FP&L. 

Environmental externalities are not presently included in FP&L planning studies. Hence, 
potential environmental externality benefits are not included in the FP&L benefit calculations. 

8.4 BENEFIT-COST RESULTS 

A representative FP&L 1201240-V residential secondary system consists of a 75-kVA 
distribution transformer serving 20 houses with air conditioning. The coincident secondary system 
load is assumed to be approximately 4 kVA per house or about 80 kVA at a power factor of 
approximately 85%. This representative secondary system was used to calculate secondary system 
losses for incorporation in the suburban distribution system assessment. 

A representative 13.2-kV suburban primary system serving primarily residential loads may 
consist of two 45-MVA transformers serving six feeders. The feeders, each assumed to be 1.75 
miles long, consist of overhead construction, using 568-kcmil conductors, and would contain several 
lateral taps serving residential and commercial customers. For this study, the representative 
suburban distribution system was assumed to be loaded to about 52 MW with power factor 
correction of 98.75%. 

. 
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Table 8.4 presents the, potential benefits .-and costs .for the $epresentative suburban 
di&lption system, assuming 10% fixed-orientation dist&utedPV~len?$t?ation (5.2 MW). In this -~.rI:‘-1 ..:+.>i~i”~~“‘.-~~. ,i .,_ ._(, 
case, to~l~combined PV benefits are $1203/kW and the benefit cost ratio is 0.17. If PV penetration 
is increased to 20%, the resulting loss benefit is only reduced from %45/kW to $43/kW. In this case, - . .L . . . . I.., . _ ” ., 
fixed-orientation PV is expected to be cost effective on the FP&Lsystem “when& PV capital 
investment plus O&M is less than the combined $1203n<W benefits. j -i*---**--e=r@ -i-vt+w-mr. c .“~~$vs;~a ..“,__* ,.~_ ._ _,__” _ ,,_ _ x __ 

* 

Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution losses 
Voltage regulation 
Generation capacity 
Energy displacement value 
Total benefits 

?,.&a *\ ._.; z r.. : .z: + 
_ ,’ 

56,5 11,794 7,070 
832,294 104 

57,344,088 7,174 

363,099 45 
-27,350 -3 

5,859,289 733 
3,420,085 428 
9,615,123 lf03 , 

FP&L has some long 10- to 12-mile rural 13.2-kV feeders. Installing PV on these feeders 
may result in increased distribution, loss benefits compared with the representative suburban case. .- ., -q*y”5: 
However, most FP&L rural feeders-are hghtly loaded to around 150 A or less. For these lightly 
loaded rural feeders, loss benefits in $/kW were about the same as for the suburban distribution 
system. Hence, the resulting total benefits were similar. 

Two-axis tracking PV increases the FP&L system benefits somewhat, but not nearly as 
much as the assumed $12OOfkW PV cost increase. 

8.5 CASE STUDY CONCLUSIONS &PJD OBSERVATIONS . 

Some conclusions and observations resulting from this case study are as follows: 

0 WT was not evaluated for FP&L, as poor wind resources can be expected in the FP&L 
service area. 

a PV output has poor correlation with FP&L summer peak day load shapes, as peak days are 
likely to occur on cloudy days as well as sunny days. 

a Fixed-orientation PV installed in FP&L suburban or rural distribution systems can produce 
benefits of approximately $1203/kW, resulting in a benefit-cost ratio of 0.17. These 
benefits do not include potential transmission benefits, which were not available for this 
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study. If transmission benefits were included, it is expected that the total combined benefits 
would be at least $lOO/kW larger, based on GPC case study transmission benefits. 

0 Two-axis and single-axis tracking increases both PV benefits and costs. For the 
assumptions in the FP&L case study, incremental benefits are expected to be significantly 
less than the incremental PV capital investment for two&axis or single-axis tracking. 

a If the 10% EPACT investment tax credit was available to FP&L, the PV benefits would 
increase about $5OO/kW for the assumptions in this study. 

0 PV capital investment plus O&M must be less than the above benefits before PV becomes 
an economically viable resource for the applications that were evaluated. 

0 Battery storage is sure to be needed to back up PV to obtain distribution deferral benefits, 
because of the poor correlation between solar insolation and load. Transportable battery 
storage, which is used in several applications and the battery costs allocated appropriately, 
may be a cost-effective option for distribution facility deferral. 
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9. LENOIR CITY UTJLITIES BOARD --, .-.rr.e -,v” i ..“I.-Y..I.U.“.IUII_~‘~~ L,..” ,,., ._ _ -, ,‘ -; ,, ,; 

This section presents the resuhsof the Lenoir City Utilities Board (LCUR) case study. -. ” ...,**c_I __.. .#...““_ ” .,_, 
LCUB distributofn system and design practices are described, Representative PV performance 
characteristics in,-&e,*LCUB service area quantified benefits are “.._ .-. .~ I .>F.lilYY.I_U.I ,...., _, _” .,,, j .____“_ 
described and pertinent assumptions are dis are then presented and 
summarized for the LCUB system. 

9.1 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND DESIGN PRACTICES 

LCUB is a power distribution company located near Knoxville, Tennessee. Presently all 
of LCUB’s power is supplied by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). TVA rules allow 
distributors like LCUB to self-generate if at least 20% ofthe generation is supplied by renewable 
resources. LCUB system peak loads occur during the coldest winter periods. 

LCUB distribution design standards are based on.Rural Electrification Administration .“.. . ._,/: ,-II .-,r”.9,C~..r,~r,~~~~. I-“‘x,.,u 
overhead constructjon specifications. Underground facilities are installed only when requested by 
a customer. The customer is, then required to pay the cost differential. 

Most LCjJRdistribution substation tran .*_ II,. .~. - ,- ..“\.s.-urri,~~~.~~:~~ 
rated at 20 MVA. LCUB has l&5/7.2 kV, three /) A. 
Most main feeders are 556 kcmil AAC for their entire length, which ..,a ,/ .,A. , XsvA‘-r/ ‘,~“<p.m~*r*ri L,ii*. “&rs * avezgzs approximately 4.1 
miles. LCUB has many old feeder taps of #6, #4, #2 and 2/O copper. All new feeder taps are at least 
#2 aluminum. 

9.2 PV PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS * -a. ./ .,_. /< a. .i/jy. .,,,.” .- ~ ,. _“. i j ,_ 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the LCUB case study were based on SOLMET 
data for Knoxville. This site is representative of expected solar insolation m@e,LCUB service area. ,.I( .-x”.u.~Ix..%..~ .* A _. ,lxd ~ ̂ _ , 
Expected annual capacity factor for a 10 m* PV system rated at 1 kW, assuming fixed-orientation 
at the site latitude of 35.8O, is about 17.2%. Monthly performance for the,PV system is presented 
in Fig. 9.1. 

NOV 

Fig. 9.1. PV system monthly performance per kW. 
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Figure 9.2 shows the hourly performance for the fixed-orientation 1 -kW PV system for the 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in December. During high solar insolation 
periods, the PV system can provide fairly high levels of kW output. However, the average monthly 
output in December is relatively low. It seems clear from this information that, for many days, PV 
output will not correlate with system daily peak loads during the winter peak season. Figure 9.3 
shows the daily LCUB winter load shape with and without 10% PV penetration. There is essentially 
no peak reduction, as the daily winter peak load occurs at 8:00 a.m. 

1.0, 

0.2 __ 

0.0 m- 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

--m q : l 
21 22 23 24 

Hour of Day 
,, ,.. _ 

__c_ Dee-Avg. k Dee-Peak 

Fig. 9.2. Representative winter fixed-orientation PV daily output per kW. 

Discussions with local residents and review of the wind atlas indicated that poor wind 
resources can be expected in the LCUEI service area, and no wind data were available. Thus WT 
was not evaluated for LCUB in this study. 

9.3 ASSUMPTIONS AND BENEFITS QUANTIFIED 

The following assumptions were obtained from LCUB personnel. They are compatible with 
financial assumptions and cost estimates used by LCUB in early 1993. LCUB uses a simple 
payback methodology for economic calculations. Currentlv. anv capital investment oroiect must 
achieve a navback in less than 5 vear& 

TVA changed LCUB’s billing system to an “end use wholesale” system in the spring of 
1992. LCUB currently pays no “demand charge” for peak power consumption. LCUB is charged 
only by the kWh billed to LCUB’s customers. LCUB current combined demand and energy cost is 
4.2jUkWh. 

Distribution system loss benefits were assumed to be 7.5% of the resulting energy 
displacement benefits. 

EPACT benefits were assumed to apply. Since LCUB is publicly owned, a 1.5# per kWh 
production credit was assumed. 

Environmental externalities are not presently included in LCUB planning studies. Hence, 
potential environmental externality benefits are not included in the LCUB benefit calculations. 
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Fig. 9.3 Representative LCUB winter peak day 
load shape with and without PV. 

9.4 BENEFIT-COST RESULT? “., -. 

Potential annual benefits associated with installing PV on the LCUB system are presented 
in Table 9.1. Projected annual benefits total about$90 per kW per year. For a 5-vear pavback. PV 
wital investment would have to be less than S45OflcW. - . “I_ ..ec._-I_I _, I .- ““.“” ,... * .,.. I,_l.IUilU),~YXI..-.~,I,~i~~,.I, l\.L ,_ ,_,_” ^ ._1 . ...; * . .._ 1 ,, ., , ,_ _. .-,. 

Table 9.1. PV annual benefit cost sumqry-Lenoir City Utilities Board 

Benefit description Annual benefit 
($kW-year) 

\ . 0 ,.. .__ L.., ‘. I * ., ,_.,. ,“J,i.j > ,,_ *,*:.:..,;‘: “,A‘, :,r: .w*- ..“C :I”*= ,,q,.: y 9 “.^..--~xil,:.,il,..ir _( 
Energy displacement 63.2 

Distribution losses 4.7 

Energy Policy Act production incentive 22.6 

9.5 CASE STUDY CONCLU~~ON!+ND OBSEFVATIONS .i ,. I, _. I- 

Some conclusions and observations resultmg from this case study are as follows: 
i 
4 

0 WT was not evaluated for LCUB, as poor wind resources can be expected in the LCUB 

. 
service area. 
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0 PV output has poor correlation with LCUB winter peak day load shapes. 

l Fixed-orientation PV installed in LCUB suburban or rural distribution systems can produce 
benefits of approximately $9O/kW-year. For 5-year payback used by LCUB in their 
resource decisions, PV capital investment must be less than $45O/kW. The 5-year simple 
payback criterion vs life-cycle costing is a significant impediment to PV usage by LCUB. 

l Two-axis and single-axis tracking increases both PV benefits and costs. For the 
assumptions in the LCUB case study, incremental benefits are expected to be significantly 
less than the incremental PV capital investment for two-axis or single-axis tracking. 

0 Battery storage is sure to be needed to back up PV to obtain distribution deferral benefits, 
because of the poor correlation between solar insolation and load. Transportable battery , 
storage, which is used in several applications and the battery costs allocated appropriately, 
may be a cost-effective option for distribution facility deferral. However, the 5-year simple 
payback criterion is a significant impediment. 
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10. ORCAS POWER @D LIGHT COMPANY ..,, 

This section presents a preliminary benefit-cost assessment of potential PV and WT 
applications on an Orcas Power and Light Company (OPALCO) 25-kV distribution circuit. The 
present distribution expansion plan is-discussed. Potential PV and, WT performance characteristics 
in the OPALCO service area are described. Potential benefits and .pertinent assumptions are . I “, 4”,““yy _ ‘.c vA “_ 
discussed. Preliminary study results are then pres”e&~~d~u~mar@$ -1 : .- .-. 

10.1 DISTRIJ3UTION CrpcUrr EXPANSIONPLAN DESCRIPTI()IY ._- ,_i.-. ,... )^. , ,_ ;_ )‘, 

OPALCO serves the San Juan, Islands in Puget Sound, north of Seattle, Washington. 
OPALCO power is supplied by Bonneville Power Administration (BPA). The interconnection point 
is on Lopez Island. The 25-kV circuit in question extends from the BPA interconnection point to ..-__.- _/, “.... ___._I,~.__ “__. 
Shaw Island and thenon to Orcas Island, using both overhead constructionand underwater cables. 
The far end of the line is lo&tedat I&$sound~ where OPALCO has a I-Mw’ d~$I&nt. 

In 1995- 1996, OPALCO p&i &p&e this 25-kV circuit to 69 kV, because of projected 
future winter peak load growth at Eastsound on-Orcas Island. The purpose of this preliminary 
assessment is to determine whether adding 1 MW of PV or WT at Eastsound can defer converting “. ‘i 
this 25-kV line to 69 kV, and to determme the economic benefits and costs of the addition. .” ..*_x..~x”.~__l ^ ; _,_ 

10.2 PV AND WT PERFORMAN~.CHARACTERISTICS ‘I i 1A ..,. :, 1 : 

Per-kW PV performance assumptions for the OPALCO ,case study were based on SOLMET 
data for Whidbey Island, Washington. Expected annual capacity factor for a 10-m’ PV system rated 
at 1 kW, assuming fixed orientation at the site latitude of 48.8’, is about 14.4%. Monthly .I .“l)_ .(,.. ^- __.- : __, 
performance for the fixed-orientation PV system is presented in Fig. 10.1. Discussions with Local 
OPALCO personne;l”“i;r;ii.~~~~~“~sl~~ is expected to have significantly higher solar _ .Y, , ~i-j.*.*~.w*l _,,, ,. <-+- ,. 
insolation than Whidbey Island. Therefore, for this preliminary study, the PV capacity factor was 
increased by 20% to 17.3%, as shown in Fig. 10.1. 

JAN FEB MAR APR MA’ 
i 
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n Whidbey Island q Otcas 

Fig. 10.1. PV system monthly performance per kW. 
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Figure 10.2 shows the hourly performance for the fmed orientation 1 -kW PV system for the 
peak solar insolation day and average solar insolation day in June and December. During high solar 
insolation periods in the summer, the PV can provide fairly high levels of kW output. However, the 
average monthly output in the winter during peak periods is expected to be relatively low. It seems 
clear from this information that, for many days, PV output will not correlate with system daily peak 
loads during the winter peak season. 

Figure 10.3 shows the 1990 OPALCO winter peak day load shape. The data in Fig. 10.2 and 
10.3 indicate that there will be essentially no peak reduction, as the daily winter peak load occurs 
at 9 a.m. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Hour of Day 

e Decentmr- __e_ December- --c- June-Avg. - June-Peak 
Avg. Peak 

Fig. 10.2. Fixed-orientation PV daily output per kW. 
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Fig. 103. Orcas Power & Light Company February peak daily load shape. 
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Discussions with- OPAJCQ personnel indicated that high wind can be expected near 
Eastsound on Orcas Island during cold windy weather conditions that cause the, anm@,system peak. . . “1 .*i(,-*.~“m ._.I., c**a,Ic- ~ada%n+m 
Hence, good correlation between high wind conditions and, Orcas Isl.qd peak load conditions are 
expected. Hence, for this preliminary study, a good, 30% capacity factor wind site was assumed. , 

10.3 ASSUMPTIONS AND B@WITS QUANTIFIED , ^,“ll “,W ., 

The following assumptions were obtained from OPALCO distribution engineers and 
planning personnel. These assumptions are compatible with financial, ,assumptions and cost 
estimates used by OPALCO in summer 1993. _. .. General financial assumptions used for the I ,- 
preliminary OPALCO assessment are listed in Table, 10.1. . . . ,_ 

Table 10.1. OPALCQ fimqcial aqymptions 

Levelized fixed charge rate - all CI 16.2% 

Escalation rate 4% 
_,- (._\‘. . . . ._,. (,.i . . . . . ,,=_ . . j,: ..I”,~:~~,“..‘i I;:. ~:: -,_ 

The following benefits were evaluated in the OPALCO, study: 

a distribution losses, 
l deferral of Lopez-Eastsound line upgrade, 
0 demand charge reduction, 
0 energy displacement value, and 
0 EPACT production incentive for both PV and WT. ,^ .._... \_l._l, ._ “., 

Relative distribution loss benefits with renewable energy sources were conservatively ~ ..“,1. .” .*- I”_ ., </._. _II” :-_; *WV” lxa~~~e%s 
estimated to be $50 per kW for this preliminary assessment. T&is. y&e&compatible with the 
values calculated in the. more detailed utility case studies in Sect, 3 “through 9. ., -_ __^ i,. 

Distribution facility deferral benefits are based on deferring the Lopez-Eastsound 25-kV . .“. . _ 
circuit upgrade to 69 kV. Table 10.2 presents a breakdown of the costs associated with GPALCO’s 
current plan to upgrade the,Lopez-Eastsound 25-kV line to 69 kV in 19951996. _ ,_ ,~, ._“I_ _” Also presented are .I~-Ur~‘-ii..ic_;il‘.,rrx.r-cjli,,r “_ 
additional costspresently planned for the year 2000 or beyond. The distribution.defe,rral benefits 
in the preliminary study are based on deferring these costs. For this study, all costs are assumed to 
be escalated at 4y’ to ,the. appropriate installation year. 

OPALCO supplied its denrand charge and energy cost data for 1994-1995, as shown in 
Table 10.3. These data were . .) -. ~ +Illle,^yn- ~2.wr.w.w”” , and used for this preliminary assessment. 

EPACT solar and 
.“‘. I’. .. . 

w 
-s;-G;&=& .g-+-yg ai‘scussed m Sect* 2*- Since 

_ ._ ._. < _. ~ .~iwr~a,_. ..,l L_,%e. d+m,aw~.+.w,h. 
OPALCO is publicly owned, a 1.5$ per-kWh EPACT production “incentive b”ene&in,,l993 dollars 
was assumed for, b*oth solar and wind _if ..%*&~*“**b ~.lruiCl*~~ years of operation. The EPACT production 
incentive benefit was escalated each. year, assuming a‘ 4% “i&l&n “rateadjustment. 
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Table 10.2. Planned Lopez-Eastsound circuit upgrade costs 

Project 
Projected Cost 

(1992s) 

Presently planned for 1995-1996 

Build 69-kV terminal on Shaw 250,000 

Build 69-kV terminal on Orcas 250,000 

Terminate cable installed in 1993- 1994 

Upgrade transmission breaker to 69 kV 

Upgrade Shaw substation to 69 kV 

Upgrade Orcas Substation to 69 kV 

Total 

Presently planned for year 2000 or later 

185,000 

65,000 

600,000 

665,000 

$2,015,000 

Purchase cable Lopez/Shaw and ShawDrcas 

Install and terminate 69-kV cable between Lopez and 
Shaw 

960,000 

400,000 

Install and terminate 69-kV cable between Shaw and 
OrCaS 

400,000 

Total $1,760,$00 

Table 10.3. OPALCO 1994-1995 demand and energy cost 

Demand charge $4.14lkW-month 

Energy charge-winter 22.2 mills/kWh 

Energy charge-summer 16.3 mills/kWh 

As discussed with OPALCO personnel, the projected peak load growth at Eastsound drives 
the need for upgrading the 25-kV line to 69 kV in 1995 1996. The projected peak load at Eastsound 
for the next several years is shown in Table 10.4. In 1994-1995, the projected peak load is 7202 kW. 
When the peak load reaches 75 19 kW in 1995-1996, the 25-kV line must be 
uprated. The annual peak load is projected to grow at slightly over 300 kW per year. For this 
preliminary assessment, distribution deferral benefits result from maintaining the Eastsound peak 
load at or near the projected 1994-1995 level. 
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Table 10.4. Projected annual peak load at Eastsg.upd 

1995-1996 7519 

1996-1997 7839 

1997-1998 8174 

1998-1999 8497 

1999-2000 8823 

2000-200 1 9151 
-.a,. “il.x- .I a” - 

Environmental externa&ties are,,,not presently included in OPALCO planning studies. 
Hence, potential environmental e@rnality benefits are not included., in the OPAJCO benefit, 
calculations. 

10.4 BENEFIT’-COST RE&?&TS -__, I m,. .“. 

Table 10.5 presents the resulting benefits and costs assuming a l-MW fmed-orientation PV 
plant is installed at Eastsound. Total combined benefits are&Qa?l.,$6P?fl<W and the resulting .- ,._“,_ ..i. ~. ,I .- ” ,^-s-.,, ,u-~sx,.ea+‘*~ru~~.~>~ 
benefit-to-cost ratio is less than 0.1. No distribution deferral bene~~~~~.‘*E~~~~ . _b,* Lr--ia”. “^-l~hcl~(ln. ,,...,, %,_, ~,.b’, / 
displacement &q@stsqf $3.$&y gk s&&icant 1 y lo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s.be~~~~e Of. 

the relatively low OPALCO energy costs. In summary, this site looks like a poor application for PV 
compared with the other utilities in thisstudy. 

---- 
Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 

12,456,610 7,070 
180,975 103 

12,637,!#5 7,173 

Distribution facility deferral 0 0 
Distribution losses -” .,.. 1 .,l, , . 87425 Demand charge reductron 144,975 ,.. .‘81 

Energy displacement value 603,254 342 
Energy Policy Act 184,024 104 
T&al be&its 1,019,877 579 
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Table 10.6 presents the resulting benefits and costs assuming that a I-MW windfarm 
containing three 300- to 350-kW wind turbines with a 30% capacity factor is installed at Eastsound, 
and assuming that there is good correlation between high winds and the annual winter peak. In this 
case, the total combined benefits are $1429/kW, and the benefit-to-cost ratio is 1.20, which shows 
that WT is a cost-effective alternative for OPALCO. In this case, adding the I-MW windfarm can 
defer the planned Lopez-Eastsound circuit upgrade for 3 years, resulting in a large %552/kW benefit, 
in addition to the nonsite-specific energy displacement and demand charge reduction benefits. 

Table 10.6. Benefit and cost results-l-MW windfarm 

cost 
Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 
Distribution losses 
Demand charge reduction 
Energy displacement 
Energy Policy Act 
Total benefits 

PWRR$” $lkW 

1,761,897 1,000 
335,781 191 

2,097,678 1,191 

973,249 552 
87,625 50 

251,518 143 
876,811 498 
329,203 187 

2,518,406 1,429 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
* Present worth of revenue requirements. 

130 

The demand charge reduction benefit was calculated using a capacity rating equal to 30% 
of the total installed WT nameplate kW. Although no wind data were available, this assumption is 
comparable with capacity ratings assigned to WTs by other utilities. 

Assuming that adding the l-MW windfarm can only reduce the Eastsound peak winter load 
600 to 700 kW rather than the full I-MW, the Lopez-Eastsound line upgrade be deferred only for 
2 years rather than the full 3 years. The resulting distribution facility deferral benefit drops from 
$552ikW to $374/kW. In this case, the total combined benefits are $1251/kW, and the benefit-to- 
cost ratio is 1.05. In this case, the l-MW windfarm is still a cost-effective alternative for OPALCO. 

The total 1 MW of WT does not have to be installed in the first year to defer the Lopez- 
Eastsound line upgrade. Table 10.7 presents the benefits and costs associated with adding one third 
of the WT capacity modularly in each of the 3 years. In this case, the resulting WT costs are reduced 
$12 per kW from $1179/kW to $1058/kW. OPALCO benefits are also reduced slightly, about 
$5/kW. In this case, the benefit-to-cost ratio is 1.2 1. This case shows that adding the WT modularly 
over the 3 years is an even more cost effective alternative. 

Figure 10.4 presents a plot of the projected 1997-1998 winter January, February and March 
peak load days, assuming the 1990 load shape data supplied by OPALCO. In this third year of the 
Lopez-Eastsound line deferral, only in February does the daily load exceed 7202 kW. In fact, it 
appears to be a very rare occurrence for the projected winter load to exceed 6000 kW. Hence, it 
appears very unlikely that the Eastsound load will exceed 7200’ kW ‘when it is not cold and windy. 
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Capitalinvestment. 1,677,862 992 Operating cost 3 16,643 187 
Total cost 1,994,805 1,179 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 973,249 575 - 
Distribution losses 82,709 49 
Demand charge reduction 237,407 140 
Energy displacement 827,620 489 
Energy Policy Act 290,3 89 172 
Tot4 bed’&!.e . _ . . ,i _. 2??%?? ._ . l?! __., 

9, 
8 _- 

Fig. 10.4. Projected 1997-1998 winter peak load days for 
January, February, and March. 

When the wind. data are collected over the next winter, they may show that there is not PammdB,“*-* . < ,._- _j__l I ._ 
perfect correlation between hr&$*wGdq and Eastsound annual peak lodeexceeding 7200 kW. . ._,,_. .“, .lij 
For these few hours per year, the l-MW diesel plant located at Eastsound can be run to reduce the 
Lopez-Eastsound line flows. 

An appropriately sized battery storage plant installed at Eastsound could be an alternative 
to using the Eastsound diesel plant to back up the WT. This alternative would obviously be more 
costly than using the diesels, because they are a sunk cost. However, the battery plant may be much 
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easier to start and operate during the cold, windy weather, and the battery plant output could be 
controlled automatically by an appropriate control algorithm. 

Appropriate battery plant kW size and storage requirements would be determined after WT 
performance is determined from the wind data to be collected. In the worst case shown in Fig. 10.5, 
a 1-MW, 3-hour battery plant could be employed to reduce the daily Eastsound peak load below 
7200 kW on the projected 1997-1998 winter annual peak day in February. The 1-MW, 3-hour 
battery could also be used to reduce other monthly peaks throughout the year. However, due to the 
difference in daily load shape, 1-MW peak reduction will not be obtained in every month because 
of the battery energy storage limitation, assuming only one daily battery charge/discharge cycle. 
For example, in August the monthly peak demand can be reduced only by about 500 kW (Fig. 10.6). 

A 1 -MW 3-hour battery may cost as much as $1 OOO/kW, as presented in the EPRI Technical 
Assessment Guide. Buying this battery plant in addition to the 1-MW WT is clearly not a cost- 
effective alternative. However, use of a transportable battery plant for’ only 3 years may be 
fmancially feasible and should be investigated as part of further more detailed study. 

For example, assume that a “worst case” l-MW battery could be obtained for 3 years at an 
annual cost of $162,000 per year, and the levelized fixed charge rate is 16.2%. This battery plant 
could back up the WT and increase average monthly peak reduction by 300 to 750 kW, increasing 
the annual demand reduction benefit. 

Table 10.8 presents the benefits and costs with the I-MW battery added. In this “worst 
case,” the WT with the battery plant is still a cost-effective alternative. However, this is not nearly 
as cost-effective as adding the WT and using the existing diesels occasionally. If the detailed study 
indicates that the WT needs to be backed up by battery storage in addition to the existing diesels, 
a much smaller (and less expensive) battery than a 1-MW 3-hour battery probably will be adequate. 

Table 10.8. Benefit and cost results-1-MW windfarm plus 
transportable battery for 3 years 

cost 
Capital investment 
Operating cost 
Total cost 

Benefits 
Distribution facility deferral 
Distribution losses 
Demand charge reduction 
Energy displacement 
Energy Policy Act 
Total benefits 

PWRRV vkw 

2,176,615 1,235 
335,781 191 

2,!512,396 1,426 

973,249 552 
87,625 50 

313,321 178 
876,811 498 
329,203 187 

2,580,209 1,464 

Benefit-to-cost ratio 
’ Present worth of revenue rcquircments. 

1.03 
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10.5 PRELIMINARY STUDY OBSERVATIONS 

Some observations resulting from this preliminary benefit-cost assessment are as follows: 

If there turns out to be a good wind site on Orcas Island, wind turbines located at Eastsound 
are expected to be a cost-effective resource for OPALCO. Preliminary study benefits for 
three 300- to 350-kW WTs added modularly are about $142YkW, and the benefit-cost ratio 
is 1.21. 

For excellent high wind and Eastsound peak load conditions, 1 MW of WT located at 
Eastsound can defer upgrading the Lopez-Eastsound 25-kV distribution line to 69 kV for 
3 years from 19951996 to 1998-1999. 

, 

If there is not perfect correlation between high winds and Eastsound peak loads,‘the existing 
1-MW diesel plant at Eastsound can be started to reduce Lopez-Eastsound 2%kV 
distribution line loading during the 3-year deferral period. 

Use of a transportable battery plant for 3 years during the Lopez-Eastsound 2%kV 
distribution line deferral period may be an alternative method of backing up the windfarm. 

Wind data collection over the upcoming winter and further detailed analysis are required 
to determine WT economic viability and the potential need for battery storage backup. 

PV output has poor correlation with OPALCO winter peak day load shapes. 

One MW of fixed-orientation PV installed at Eastsound can produce benefits of 
approximately $579/kW, resulting in a benefit-cost ratio of less than 0.1. 

PV capital investment plus O&M must be less than the above benefits before PV becomes 
an economically viable resource for the PV application that was evaluated. 
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APPENDIX A. COMPARISON WITH~G&lJ A.J4Jl,ApS BENEFITS , .s.../ ..^,, ., , ,. ._,” 

Appendix A compares calculated benefits for a co.mparable SCE case in this study with the 
benefits obtained in the PG&E Kerrnan study and the APS Cocopah study?~‘” A 500 kW and one 
MW single axis tracking PV were evaluated in the PG&E and APS studies respectively.. The PV 
in the PG&E study had a capacity factor of about 32%, and the PV in the APS study had a capacity 
factor of about 39%. 

In this study, both distributed fixed orientation and .MW sgale two~axis. @king PV were 
evaluated. In the SCE case study, a two axis tracking PV had a capacity factor of about 34%, and 
a fixed orientation PV had a capacity factor of about 25%. Thus, for this comparison, two-axis 
tracking PV benefits in Table 4.7 are compared with the PG&E and APS study results, as this two- 
axis tracking PV had similar annual output. 

The SCE PWRR results have been convefied to levelized annual $/kW-year values using l. _; .a_, -..~,_._“~.. . ,,,“. _li.n. _, 
the equations described in Sect. 2 to put these values in similar units. In addition, a potential 
EPACT PV investment tax credit-of $523&W has been assumed for this comparison. Note that this 
potential benefit is not directly available to utilities as discussed in Sect. 2. Hence, it was not 
included in Table 4.7. 

Figure A- 1 presents a stacked bar graph comparing the total benefits calculated in the three 
studies. The resulting total benefits are comparable for the three utilities. 

Figure A-2 compares the benefits calculated in this study case with corresponding benefits 
calculated in the other two studies. Eight categories of benefits are compared as described below: 

0 
. 

d 
0 

l 

0 

0 

l 

; 

The energy displacement values are compatible. The SCE case has the largest value 
and PG&E has the smallest. The differen~,is. due to differences in marginal energy “... “.. ., _ ,,I I_ .^*.b”_**. ..~ _, . ‘ “,.. 
costs assumed for the different utility systems. 

Generation capacity value is similar for SCE and APS. PG&E’s value is lower. 

Transmission and distribution losses are slightly larger for SCE because a longer 
feeder was used. 

Distribution deferral benefits are higher for APS and PG&E because a higher load 
growth was assumed for the SCE case. In other cases in ,this study, larger 
distribution deferral benefits were obtained when the load growth rate was reduced. 

Transmission deferral benefits were. Similar for al! three, util@S. 

The enhanced reliability benefit is much larger for PG&E, than for APS. Enhanced 
reliability benefits were not justified for any of the utilities in this study as 
discussed in Sect. 2. 

Environmental externality benefits were similar for SCE and PG&E. APS benefits 
were calculated using the Pace study. 
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0 Potential EPACT benefits were calculated for SCE in this comparison. This 
potential benefit was not included in the other two studies. APS added some 
miscellaneous benefits, which were not included in the other two studies. 
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